City of Laconia
Conservation Commission
Wednesday, January 19, 2022 - 6:00 PM
City Hall in the Armand A. Bolduc City Council Chamber
AGENDA

1. CALL TO ORDER
2. ROLL CALL
3. SALUTE TO THE FLAG
4. RECORDING SECRETARY
5. STAFF IN ATTENDANCE
6. ACCEPTANCE OF MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS MEETINGS
6.I. Meeting Minutes 12/1/2021 Draft
Documents:
DEC 1 DRAFT.PDF
7. OLD BUSINESS
7.I. Natural Resource Inventory 2021
Documents:
2021 NRI DRAFT 12.22.21.PDF
ACCOMPLISHED TASKS FROM NRI_09 AND MP_07.PDF
8. NEW BUSINESS
9. NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES APPLICATIONS
10. OTHER BUSINESS
11. LIAISON AND SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
12. STAFF REPORT
13. ADJOURNMENT
This meeting facility is ADA accessible. Any person with a disability who wishes to attend this public
meeting and needs additional accommodations, please contact the department at (603) 527-1264 at
least 72 hours in advance so necessary arrangements can be made.

City of Laconia
Conservation Commission
Wednesday, December 1, 2021- 6:00 PM
City Hall in the Armand A. Bolduc City Council Chamber
Draft Minutes

12/1/2021 - Minutes
1. CALL TO ORDER

T
F
A
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Chair D. Anson called the meeting to order at 6:10 pm
2. ROLL CALL

Dean Anson, Deb Williams, Lisa Morin, Mike Foote
3. SALUTE TO THE FLAG
The Commission saluted the flag
4. RECORDING SECRETARY

Taylor Daigle, Conservation Planner Technician
5. STAFF IN ATTENDANCE

6. ACCEPTANCE OF MINUTES FROM PREVIOUS MEETINGS
6.I. Minutes 11/17/21

D

L. Morin motioned to accept the minutes of 11/17 as presented. M. Foote seconds. All vote in favor
7. OLD BUSINESS

7.I. Natural Resource Inventory 2021

T. Daigle discusses the email sent to the MPSC chair and vice chair regarding the natural resources
chapter o the master plan. The Commission discusses the updates to the NRI and what the goal of this
meeting will be. D. Williams suggests identifying the parts of the NRI that we want to remain as parts of
the Master Plan. There is also the suggestion that the chapter should have plenty of links relevant to
developers and homeowners in case they are looking for information specific to their property, for
instance, links to soil surveys. M. Foote notes that he does not want the information in the NRI to
become lost in the master plan and suggests there needs to be good access to the document. D.
Anson suggests structuring the chapter in a way that tells developers, etc. of what the commission
wants to see in applications.
There are some suggestions on things to change/add into the NRI. For instance, identifying the
designated streams in Laconia (A-I), discussing the fact that wetlands and vernal pools evolve over time
and will continue to be identified, wetland connections to one another, and the inclusion of flood data for
the City. There is a question about whether or not to include a stormwater section, or if that should be
left to DPW.
8. NEW BUSINESS
8.I. 2022 ConCom Schedule
The Commission reviewed the draft of the 2022 meeting schedule. L. Morin asks if we are supposed to

8. NEW BUSINESS
8.I. 2022 ConCom Schedule
The Commission reviewed the draft of the 2022 meeting schedule. L. Morin asks if we are supposed to
have one official meeting and one work meeting month. T. Daigle will check in with the planning
department on this. The commission agrees to remove the 12/21/22 meeting from the schedule. D.
Williams motions to accept the schedule with these changes. L. Morin seconds. All vote in favor.
9. NEW HAMPSHIRE DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES APPLICATIONS
10. OTHER BUSINESS

T
F
A
R

L. Morin shares information with the Commission about the possible changes to boating speed limits on
Lake Winnipesaukee, from the Lakes Management Advisory Committee. She notes that there are a variety
of views and values being addressed at the meetings on this topic. She also informs the commission that
the website for this Committee is changing and is managed by DES. D. Anson asks T. Daigle to check on
if the commission can comment on these changes and notify organizations that might be interested in it as
well. T. Daigle will discuss this with the planning department.

T. Daigle shares with the commission that the proposal for Antioch CSI program was not selected, but that
one student is interested in applying the spatial aspect of the project to another class. T. Daigle will be
discussing the project with him on 12/2/2021 and update the members after.
D. Williams notes that the erosion controls at the Court Street Bridge project are not doing what they are
designed to and the area must be stabilized.

L. Morin discusses potentially turning the swale at the Messer St. boat ramp into a rain garden. T. Daigle
reminds the commission of the potential loss of access to that property. L. Morin proposes a possible
location for another public access point on state/county land.
11. LIAISON AND SUBCOMMITTEE REPORTS
12. STAFF REPORT
13. ADJOURNMENT

D

L. Morin motions to adjourn the meeting at 8 pm. D. Williams seconds. All vote in favor.
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DISCLAIMER

This report is an update from the 2009 Laconia Natural Resource Inventory that was conducted
by John C. Severance and Elise J. Lawson of Watershed to Wildlife, Inc.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The City of Laconia will benefit greatly from the sound management of its natural resources.
These natural features directly impact the City’s economy, health, and liveliness. The intertwined
matrix of waterbodies, wildlife, forests, and wetlands (along with considerable human
development) requires that the City keep up to date on the quality and quantity of its natural
resources and take action to ensure the sustainable use of them. The creation, implementation,
and upkeep of a natural resource inventory is critical to doing so.
The 2021 Natural Resource Inventory (NRI) is a well needed update to the 2009 edition of the
City’s NRI. This project updates and expands upon the previous, using the most current spatial
data to delineate various natural resources and adding considerations for climate change. Based
on these updates, the following recommendations for resource management were identified and
stood out as actionable on which to work. Additional ideas for each of these
recommendations/goals can be found in the “Resource & Conservation Recommendations”
section at the end of the report.
1. Wetland and Vernal Pool Protections: The protection of these unique and vital habitats
should continue to be a priority for the City of Laconia. Additional efforts to understand
and protect them may include conducting inventories and prime wetland designations.
2. Aquifer Protection: The limited number and size of aquifers within Laconia indicates
that they should be protected before it is too late. Recharge rates vary from aquifer to
aquifer, and they may become a vital source of clean drinking water in the future; efforts
should be made to protect the quality and quantity of them. Zoning regulations would be
a good opportunity for protecting these resources from contamination and degradation.
3. Climate Change Mitigation: Ever-evolving climate science indicates that the city
should prepare for the effects of a warming environment. Mitigation strategies should be
investigated and implemented to protect life and property within Laconia. This
preparation should include mitigation strategies for the full range of environmental
changes we may see (flood control, water quality, carbon storage, renewable energy,
etc.).
4. Invasive Species Management: Invasive species threaten the livelihood of Laconia’s
natural resource community and economy. A management plan that addresses early
detection, prevention, and control mechanisms would allow Laconia to begin addressing
problem areas and limit the future spread of invasive species.
5. Interagency Cooperation: Laconia should continue to work with community partners to
address natural resource concerns – including neighboring communities, natural resource
organizations, and regional planning efforts. These partnerships will help Laconia address
resource problems that extend beyond the city boundaries, for example, watershed
management. Interagency cooperation is also key to keeping up to date with the latest
data and best management practices.
6. Viewshed Protection: The scenery in Laconia is a major attraction for tourists yearround. Zoning and conservation efforts should ensure that views are not being diminished
4
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beyond value. There are a number of opportunities that the City may pursue to protect
these viewsheds, including additional zoning limitations and enhancing viewing areas.
7. Conservation Land Acquisition: Further acquisition of conservation land and
easements with private landowners should be a primary focus for the Conservation
Commission and City. The Commission may be interested in reviewing what
characteristics they look for in a conservation land purchase or easement – for instance,
what habitats are and are not currently protected, the proximity to existing conservation
lands, and the resources available on those lands, among many others.
There are many long-term uses for the information collected and reported here in the natural
resource inventory. Some of these uses include:
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Providing the city with resources and data to make wise development decisions
Developing future Master Plan goals/objectives related to land-use and natural resources
Supporting the City’s efforts in protecting its natural resources
Identifying important characteristics for conservation land/easement acquisitions
Promoting the integration of climate change science into land and resource management
Integrating the most current statewide spatial data into the City’s GIS database
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1) INTRODUCTION AND PROJECT OBJECTIVES
This project is an update to the first Natural Resource Inventory (NRI) created in 2009 in
partnership between the Laconia Conservation Commission and Watershed to Wildlife, Inc.
While much of the information from the 2009 NRI is still valid, the data should be regularly
updated and maintained as a “living” document.
A NRI serves as a preliminary planning tool/resource for City officials. The 2009 NRI was the
first for Laconia and provided a base inventory of the natural resources in the City and made
management recommendations to guide future land use and development, as well as GIS layers
that could be incorporated into the City’s spatial database. The objectives of this initial NRI
were:
1. To provide the City of Laconia with current, accurate, standardized overlays that can be
integrated into the existing GIS database.
2. To consider natural resources, scenic vistas, cultural/historical resources, and other
related elements in comprehensive land-use planning.
3. To create a document that can be updated and incorporated into Laconia’s Master Plan.
4. To increase awareness about the value of the natural resources in Laconia.
5. To prepare a presentation to the City’s residents.
The City of Laconia is committed to protecting and sustaining the quality of the rich natural
resources within its boundaries by encouraging the sustainable use of its natural resources. This
update is an effort to continue this commitment and further provide the City with the
documentation needed to properly manage its natural resources, now and in the future. Major
changes to the 2009 NRI in this update include the:
1. Incorporation of climate change and flood data, concerns, and potential resolutions into
each applicable resource.
2. Integration of information from the State’s Wildlife Action Plan.
3. Acknowledgement of regional conservation efforts and their applicability to Laconia’s
natural resources.
4. Prioritization of conservation lands/easements within the city.
5. Updates to the existing GIS database with the most current data possible.
2) METHODS
The NRI is created by combining existing geographic spatial data with fieldwork to analyze the
composition of natural resources. This section will detail the existing spatial data utilized, any
fieldwork conducted, limitations faced, and any important disclaimers involved in the updating
of the NRI.
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A) Gathering & Analysis of Existing Data
Existing maps and data were collected from the State of New Hampshire’s GIS Clearinghouse
(GRANIT) and the 2009 NRI. Table 1 shows the data sets, how there are used, and their sources.
It is important to note that the accuracy of these datasets varies, and therefore any conclusions
drawn should be verified with site-specific investigation prior to decisions about the resources
are made.
Table 1: Existing Spatial Data Gathered
Data Set
NH Conservation/Public Lands

Source
GRANIT, Society for
Protection of NH Forests

Usage
Conservation Lands

NH National Hydrology Dataset

GRANIT, US Geological
Survey

National Wetlands Inventory

GRANIT, US Fish & Wildlife

Soil Survey Geographic
(SSURGO)

GRANIT, Natural Resources
Conservation Service

NH Wildlife Action Plan 2020

GRANIT, US Fish & Wildlife

Waterbodies, Wetlands,
Streams/Rivers,
Watersheds
Wetlands
Steep Slopes, Farmland
soils, Hydric soils,
forested soils
Wildlife Habitats

Laconia Vernal Pools

City of Laconia

Vernal Pools

Laconia Tax Map

City of Laconia

Parcels & boundaries

Land Cover (2019)

Multi-Resolution Land
Characteristics Consortium

Land Cover

Landscape Scale Upland
Invasive Plant Control Strategy

GRANIT, NH Fish & Game

Invasive Species
Management Areas

NH Trails

GRANIT

Trails

NH Recreational Inventory

GRANIT

Recreation Areas

NH Bedrock Geology

GRANIT

Bedrock Geology

NH Public Roads

GRANIT, Department of
Transportation

Roads

Orthographic Photos

National Agriculture Imagery
Program

Wildlife Openings

Once collected, these datasets were compiled in ArcGIS to be analyzed. Spatial analyses such as
overlay, intersection, and merging were used to draw conclusions about topography, geology,
soil, water, and habitat resources. A more detailed description of how each natural resource was
inventoried is described below. Maps are provided for each major resource at the end of this
report and are overlaid on the City’s parcels at: https://www.axisgis.com/LaconiaNH/
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Topography & Geology
The topography and geology section evaluates the City’s elevation, slopes, and depth to bedrock.
The Soil Survey from GRANIT/NRCS was queried to separate and identify areas with a slope
greater than 15% but less than 25%, as well as those greater than 25%. The NH Bedrock
Geology dataset was clipped at the Laconia boundary and delineated based on bedrock type.
Soils
Agricultural, forested, and hydric soils are evaluated by querying the Soil Survey dataset to
identify those soils categorized as prime farmland, farmland of state importance, and farmland of
local importance. Forested soils were delineated by classification group. Hydric soils were
delineated by identifying those categorized as “poorly drained” and “very poorly drained.” The
most up-to-date soil data may be found at: https://datagateway.nrcs.usda.gov/
Water Resources
Water resources were delineated using the National Hydrology database and the National
Wetland Inventory (NWI) dataset. Subwatershed boundaries were delineated using the HUC-12
Level in the hydrology database. Lakes, ponds, stream, and rivers were also pulled from the
hydrology database. Vernal pool and aquifer data was pulled from the City’s database. Wetlands
in Laconia were delineated using the NWI, land cover data from the Multi-Resolution Land
Characteristics Consortium (MRLC), and the Soil Survey. Each of these sources have their
limitations on data collection:
❖ The NWI may underrepresent the number of wetlands in the City because its method of
delineating is limited to using aerial photography, making the delineations of forested
wetlands difficult.
❖ Soil survey data may overestimate wetlands because hydric soils are only one of the three
requirements for classifying a wetland in New Hampshire.
❖ The MRLC’s land cover data relies on Landsat imagery to remotely sense the various
land cover types. The accuracy of this data is only as good as the training areas used to
differentiate different land covers, and therefore the delineations of wetlands from land
cover data may not be entirely accurate.
Wildlife & Habitats
The wildlife content for the NRI was largely sourced from the Wildlife Action Plan for New
Hampshire. Forested lands were also focused on as a significant habitat type in Laconia and land
cover data from MRLC was utilized in delineating forest types. Permanent wildlife openings
were also stressed as an important wildlife habitat and delineated using aerial photography.
Finally, unfragmented, roadless areas were delineated using 500-foot buffers around all roads
(Class 0-V) from the NH Public Roads dataset. The areas not covered by these buffers were
turned into features on ArcGIS and represent areas in the City that are largely unfragmented by
human development.
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3) HISTORIC AND CULTURAL RESOURCES
The History of Laconia
The City of Laconia has a rich history based on natural resources, dating back to Native
Americans who utilized the diverse natural resources for navigation, shelter, and sustenance. The
earliest single radiocarbon date (9,615 years ago in 1995) for any Paleo-Indian site in New
Hampshire comes from Weirs Beach (formerly called Aquadoctan). This was a great meeting
place [of several tribes] for miles around (Mulligan, pg. 27).
In 1620, King James I of England allowed a council to form, of which Sir Fernandino Gorges
and Captain John Mason were members. A large section of land (now portions of Maine, New
Hampshire, and Vermont) was granted to them in 1622. Seven years later, Gorges and Mason
split the granted land. Mason owned “Laconia” but died without ever setting foot on the land,
and it went to the Masonian Heirs. For over 150 years no one knew just where this New
Hampshire land was. Once the estate was settled, a group called the Masonian Proprietors
purchased the land and became the first New Hampshire real estate developers. Part of the
purchase settlement gave quit claim to squatters who had improved their lands (Mulligan, pg.
43).
Settlement in the area was delayed by the wars with the French and Native Americans and did
not occur until the early 1760’s. Deep agricultural soils and abundant waterpower attracted many
settlers to ‘Meredith Bridge’ (now known as Laconia). By 1794, settlements had spread to what
we now know as the Lakeport area and Weirs Beach. By the late eighteenth century, these areas
(and Belmont) became known as the Gunstock Parish (with Belmont designated as the Upper
Parish). In 1893 these two areas were separated into the town boundaries we have today.
Dramatic landscape changes occurred when dams built in Lakeport flooded Paugus Bay, forming
the landscape we are familiar with today.
In 1848 the “Boston, Concord, and Montreal Railroad” line reached Meredith Bridge,
stimulating commercial vitality of the village and area. This sparked shoreline development
including hotels, summer cottages, boarding houses, and camps. The last “Lake Shore” run took
place in 1934, when the invention of the automobile killed the railroad. Industry flourished in
Laconia with knitting mills and machine shops, and the City boasted that it was the largest
manufacturer of streetcars in the US. The population of Laconia grew 22% between 1930 and
1940 and the effects of increasing development and activity that came with this growth had
dramatic effects on the natural resources.
The City of Laconia has changed significantly from its original settlement. Many people were
drawn to Laconia due to its gentle knolls, large waterbodies, and the powerful flow of the
Winnipesaukee River as a source of power. Laconia was, and still is, a land of abundant
opportunity because of its natural resources. The changes in ways of life and its effects on land
use and natural resources can be found throughout the landscape.
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Most of Laconia is displayed as it was 102 years ago on this 1907 Historic USGS topographic
map.
Cultural Resources
Laconia’s community and character is rooted in its scenery, which has persisted through
generations of development. Several community initiatives exist that highlight some of these
features in Laconia, such as the “River Walk” and the “Lakes Region Tour Scenic Byway”. A
standout initiative known as the “Winnipesaukee-Opechee-Winnisquam (WOW) Trail” offers
the community a multi-use rail trail open to non-motorized activity like biking, walking, and
running. Old farms, stonewalls, and abandoned roads are evidence of land use change over many
years, where once developed areas have now reverted back to forests.
10
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This stone archway at the start of a trail in Weirs Beach Community Park is an example of
past activities.

Granite slabs cut and broken by hand tools in an abandoned quarry near Lakeport Village.
Other cultural efforts include the designation of several buildings to the National Register of
Historical Places and the protection of archeological sites predating modern settlement, such as
Weirs Beach. In addition, Laconia is home to a 400-year-old oak tree named “The Perley Pond
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Oak” for its location on the City’s Perley Pond conservation area. This tree continues to live,
with its diameter at just over 6 feet and a circumference of 20 feet.
The City of Laconia has made strides to protect and enhance the historic and cultural resources
through the Heritage Commission, which was established “to ensure the proper recognition, use,
and protection of resources that are valuable for their historic, cultural, and aesthetic
significance.” This includes the natural community as well. Other organizations in Laconia like
the Conservation Commission, the Planning Board, and various Lake Associations have
recognized the need to protect and sustain the quality of life offered by the rich natural resources
within the City. These groups, among others, have devoted their time, money, and effort towards
maintaining and improving the City’s management of natural resources as an element of the
historic character of Laconia.

The Perley Pond Oak has witnessed over 400 years of history in Laconia. Photo by Russell
Tibeault
4) NATURAL RESOURCES
The City of Laconia is approximately 16,460 acres, including over 3,740 acres of inland waters,
according to GRANIT data. Land use change plays a major role in the health of natural
ecosystems and their resources, and land cover data can be used to analyze these changes in use
over time. MRLC land cover change data from 2008 to 2019 indicates that Belknap County has
seen some changes in land cover. The net changes in evergreen forests (- 4.89%), deciduous
forests (- 1.28%), herbaceous/grasslands (- 8.77%), shrublands (+ 62.91%), and emergent
herbaceous wetlands (+ 25.95%) are of particular interest to conservation efforts. These numbers
show that land use decisions heavily impact our natural resources, both positively and
negatively. Table 2 and Map #2 detail the land cover data for the City of Laconia as of 2019. The
remainder of this natural resources section will evaluate the specific resources within the city.
12
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Table 2: Land Cover Assessment of Laconia, NH (as of 2019)
Land Cover Type
Acreage
Barren
32.9
Deciduous forest
2,177.1
Evergreen Forest
733.7
Mixed Forest
3,656.3
Hay/Pasture
445.1
Emergent Herbaceous Wetlands
84.4
Woody Wetlands
515.9
Shrub/Scrub
145.8
Herbaceous
64.8
Open Water
3,747.8
Developed (High Intensity)
439.2
Developed (Medium Intensity)
1,335.1
Developed (Low Intensity)
1,608.4
Developed (Open Space)
1,473.5

% of Land in Laconia
0.2
13.2
4.5
22.2
2.7
0.5
3.1
0.9
0.4
22.8
2.7
8.1
9.8
8.9

A) TOPOGRAPHY & GEOLOGY
Elevation
On average, the City of Laconia is 506 feet above sea level. The highest elevation in Laconia is
an unnamed, 960-foot hill in the northern part of the city just southwest of Weirs Beach and on
the corner of Hilliard and Parade Road. The lowest elevation (500 feet) is in Lake Winnisquam,
where the Winnipesaukee River enters it in the southern portion of the City. Laconia has a mesic
temperature regime indicating that the mean annual temperature ranges from 45 to 52 degrees
Fahrenheit and the frost-free season ranges from 105 to 180 days.
Steep Slopes
Slope represents the amount of rise or fall in feet for a given horizontal distance and is typically
represented by a percent. For example, a 15% slope means that for a 100-foot horizontal
distance, the rise or fall in height is 15 feet. Slope is an important component of an area’s
landform and influences the plants and animals living there. Steep slopes tend to have shallower
soils, higher runoff volume and velocity, and greater erosion potential than flatter areas. The
consequences of erosion are loss of soil and productive capacity of the land. In severe cases,
visual scars from erosive efforts can be seen from far distances. These conditions may create a
unique habitat where in some cases plants and wildlife have special adaptations for dealing with
the limitations associated with steep slopes.
Slopes provide opportunities for panoramic views and tend to be sought after for residential
development. There are several limitations to building on steep slopes due to structural concerns
and the increased chance of erosion. As slope becomes steeper, the expenses associated with
building also increase. In general, slopes between 15% and 25% are considered areas where
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development would be restricted and slopes greater than 25% are considered too steep to provide
adequate sites for structures such as roads, homes, and septic systems.
GRANIT’s Soil Survey Geographic database was used to identify areas in Laconia with slopes
categorized as “precautionary” and
City Ordinance 235-44.2: Steep Slope Protection
“prohibitive” steep slopes. Using this
database, it was found that
The purpose of this protection is to “promote
approximately 1,390 acres have
responsible stewardship of development and
precautionary steep slopes, and 155
protect streams and lakes from the consequences of
acres are classified as prohibitive
stormwater runoff and erosion resulting from
steep slopes. This translates to about
excessive and improper construction on steep
8.4% and 0.9% of Laconia’s land,
slopes; to preserve the natural topography, drainage
respectively. These areas of steep
patterns, vegetative cover, scenic views, wildlife
slopes can be found on Map #7.
habitats; and to protect unique natural areas.”
Bedrock Geology
Steep slopes are defined as:
Twelve thousand years ago, receding
❖ Precautionary: between 15% - 24%
glaciers formed the rivers, lakes,
❖ Prohibitive: greater than 25%
stratified aquifers, and wetlands that
are present throughout Laconia and New England today; the quartz diorite (primary rock of the
Winnipesaukee basin) was decomposed in place before and during the glacial period, and the
power of the ice toward the end of the Pleistocene Epoch gouged out the loosened rock leaving
lakes and islands in its wake.
There are six types of bedrock found in Laconia, which are listed in table 3. Each of these
bedrocks are either “plutonic” or “metamorphic”. Plutonic bedrock (igneous) forms from magma
that slowly cooled and crystalized under the Earth’s surface and are the most commonly found
rocks on Earth. Metamorphic rocks, however, form after other rocks undergo high pressure
and/or high temperatures deep below the Earth’s surface. The two most abundant types of
bedrock in Laconia are the Upper Rangeley Formation and the Kinsman Granodiorite Formation.
Map #3 shows Laconia’s types of bedrock and their approximate locations within the city.
Table 3: Bedrock types found in Laconia
Bedrock Code
Formation
Dc1m
Concord Granite
Dk2x
Kinsman Granodiorite
Dw3a
Winnipesaukee Tonalite
Sp
Perry Mountain
Srl
Lower Rangeley
Sru
Upper Rangeley

Rock Type
Plutonic
Plutonic
Plutonic
Metamorphic
Metamorphic
Metamorphic

Soil variations found throughout a given area exist because of the parent material (or bedrock)
that lies beneath the surface and the deposits of materials left by these retreating glaciers. These
parent materials influence the land formations, hydrology, and vegetation occurring above them
14
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based on a number of characteristics, including mineral and nutrient composition, erodibility,
and fracture density.

The exposed ledge shown here is mostly granite and is located in the northern part of
Laconia, nearly 1 mile west of Lake Winnipesaukee
New Hampshire’s nickname (The Granite State) aptly suggests an abundance of granite and
acidic soils. The bedrock mapping for New Hampshire indicates there are two bedrock types
in Laconia with pockets of acidic parent material – the Upper and Lower Rangeley
Formation. These formations contain pods of calcium rich areas that, in the right conditions,
may result in the presence of rare plant communities.
New Hampshire Bedrock Geology data is available for download from the GRANIT data
system. Further details about NH geology are available through the State Geologist –
www.des.nh.state.us/geology/ and www.nhgeology.org.
B. SOILS
The nature of soil has a profound effect on plant growth. Soil characteristics like acidity, texture,
and permeability, all play a role in the species composition of both vegetation and wildlife in an
area. As a result, understanding soil conditions and characteristics is important in identifying
critical areas like wetlands, agricultural lands, forest lands, and habitat types. The NRCS
evaluates soils according to their capacity for agriculture, woodland, community development,
recreation, and wildlife habitat. Certain soils are better suited for certain land uses. For example,
residential development should be located away from areas with unstable soil conditions, such as
high-water tables and slow percolation rates, due to constraints for building foundations and
septic system placement.
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Henniker fine sandy loam is classified as a farmland soil of statewide importance. It is well
suited forblueberry and grape crops as shown here on Roller Coaster Road.
One of the common soils in Laconia is the Marlow series. It consists of fairly deep, well drained
soils that are fertile and moist on moderately steep slopes, making them good for high quality
hardwood forests. This soil is also considered to be a prime farmland soil if the slope is not too
steep. The presence of hard pan (an impervious layer restricting drainage and plant growth)
might limit development and building uses but proper timing and implementation of Best
Management Practices (BMPs) for logging should provide a continuum of use as productive
forestland and wildlife habitat.
Another common soil in Laconia is Henniker fine sandy loam. This soil series consists of welldrained soils that formed in a loamy mantle overlying sandy dense till or loamy dense till,
characterized by a sandy component on drumlins and glaciated uplands. They are very deep to
bedrock. Henniker soils are mostly forested and generally contain tree species like sugar maple,
red oak, white oak, yellow birch, paper birch, white pine, and eastern hemlock. Areas cleared of
trees and stones are used primarily for hay and pasture as well as apple orchards and cultivated
crops.
While it has been well-established that different soils support different land uses, there is one
overarching role that soils play, no matter the landscape: carbon storage and climate change
mitigation. As climate change continues to unfold and opportunities for intervention arise, the
heart of our fight against climate change may lie just below our feet. Soils across the world
contain more organic carbon than that stored in the atmosphere and all the plants combined.
When plants die, their carbon is returned to the soil below, which removes carbon from the
atmosphere and improves the structure of the soil – including its nutrient release and water
retention. On the other hand, increasing temperatures and the effects of extreme precipitation
16
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events (and droughts) will negatively affect the soils’ ability to store carbon through erosive
efforts and variable soil moisture levels. It is, therefore, important to consider how changes in
landscape and land use may impact the ability for soil to function as a tool in fighting climate
change.
Soil information for this section was collected using ArcGIS and GRANIT’s Soil Survey
Geographic database. This database delineates agricultural soils into prime farmland, state
importance, and local importance soils. Additionally, it identifies forested soil types and hydric
soils within Laconia. More information about the Soil Survey data is available at:
https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/main/soils/survey/
Agricultural Soils
Laconia is in the center of one of the most fertile farming regions in the state, and once served as
the trading center for the surrounding farms, villages, and towns. As true with many New
England towns and cities, Laconia had several family farms in the 1800s and early 1900s, one of
which being the “Prescott Farm Audubon Center”, a historic family farm on 160 acres of land.
This farm is designated as an official NH wildlife viewing area and offers a variety of
environmental educational opportunities for all ages.
The U.S Department of Agriculture makes three key distinctions when categorizing farmland.
These are prime farmland, farmland of statewide importance, and farmland of local importance:
•

•

•

Prime farmland is the land with the proper physical and chemical characteristics for
sustaining the short- and long-term needs of the nation’s food supply. It includes land
with the soil quality, growing season, and moisture supply to produce high yields of crops
economically and sustainably. This land is permeable to air and water, not excessively
eroded, does not frequently flood, and has a slope of 0-6%. The detailed criteria for soils
to be designated as “prime farmland” may be found at local NRCS offices.
Farmland of statewide importance includes land that nearly meets the criteria for the
prime designation, with slope typically being the limiting factor. For instance, most
farmland soils of statewide importance in New Hampshire meet the quality of soil needed
for prime farmland but contain slopes of 8-15%.
Farmland of local importance are those that do not meet the criteria for either prime or
state designation, but local agencies have designated them as having agricultural
significance to the area. In Belknap County, farmland of local importance have slopes
less than 25%, are not extremely stony/boulder, and are not poorly/very poorly drained,
among other criteria.

Generally, farmlands that hold state and local importance may not be as ideal for producing the
highest possible sustainable yield as prime farmlands, but these soil types have been determined
to be of agricultural importance on a more localized scale.
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Out of the 16,460.1 acres of land within Laconia, 602.3 acres (3.7%) of land have been classified
as USDA prime farmland soils, 236.4 acres (1.4%) as farmland soils of statewide importance,
and 7,336.8 acres (44.6%) as farmland soils of local importance. Most of the soils that make up
the prime and state importance categories are located north of Lake Opechee and west of Paugus
Bay, with a few exceptions. Locally important farmland soils are more evenly spread throughout
the City. Some areas of prime and state farmland have been lost to development, but
approximately 12% of these farmlands are located on conservation lands and are therefore
permanently protected from development. Farmland soils can be seen on Map #5 at the end of
this report.

This field in Opechee State Forest contains prime farmland soils. It is a productive hay field and
is co- leased by the Belknap Conservation District for public gardens. Several pairs of bobolinks
were observed breeding and nesting in this field. The open fields also offer scenic views towards
Opechee Bay.
Forested Soils
Forested soils are categorized by the NRCS based on their potential for commercial forest
products, suitability for native tree growth, and their use and management. Considerations for the
groupings include depth to bedrock, texture, saturated hydraulic conductivity, available water
capacity, drainage class, and slope. More information on forested soil types is available at:
www.nrcs.usda.gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/nrcs144p2_015050.pdf. The general
information for each of these six groups can be found below in table 4. These groups are also
mapped for Laconia at the end of this report (Map #6).
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Table 4: Forested Soil Acres in Laconia
Soil
Soil Characteristics
Group
Deep, loamy soils that are
moderately-well-drained to
IA
well-drained. Very fertile
with favorable soil
moisture relationships
Sandy or loamy-oversandy soil that are
IB
moderately-well-drained to
well-drained. Less fertile
than group IA
IC

Soils are outwash sand and
gravel and are moderatelywell to excessively drained

IIA

Similar soils to groups IA
and IB but have limiting
features like steep slopes,
outcrops, etc.

IIB
NC

Supported Vegetation in
Belknap County

Acres

% Land in
Laconia

Shade-tolerant, variable
hardwood stands (beech,
sugar maple, etc.)

4549.2

27.6

3962.3

24.1

569.5

3.5

154.7

0.9

709.3

4.3

6515.1

39.6

Shade-tolerant hardwoods
(beech, red maple, etc.),
with some softwoods
present (red spruce, balsam
fir, etc.)
Significant softwood
growth with limited
hardwoods (red spruce,
white pine, etc.)
Shade-tolerant hardwoods
with softwood presence

Both hardwood and
softwood (spruce, balsam
fir, red maple)
These soils have too much variability to be classified into
the above five categories
Poorly drained soils with
low productivity

Hydric Soils
Hydric soils are those that experience saturation, flooding, or ponding for enough time in the
growing season to develop anaerobic conditions. Hydric soils are classified as either poorly or
very poorly drained and are often associated with wetlands. Poorly drained soils are defined as
soils where water is removed from the soil so slowly that the soil is periodically saturated during
the growing season or remains wet for long periods. In very poorly drained soils, water is
removed from the soil so slowly that free water remains at or on the surface during most of the
growing season. Laconia has 709.3 (4.3%) acres of “poorly drained” soils and 477.1 (2.9%)
acres of “very poorly drained” soils spread throughout the city. Hydric soils can be found on
Map #1 at the end of this report.
C. WATER RESOURCES
Laconia is in the heart of New Hampshire’s Lakes Region, with ample groundwater and surface
water resources in its boundaries. Four major bodies of water are situated in Laconia: Lake
Winnipesaukee, Paugus Bay, Lake Opechee, and Lake Winnisquam. Each of these waterbodies
provides a number of services to the city and its inhabitants, including extensive contributions to
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property values, a foundation for recreational and tourism industries, and access to a safe
drinking water supply. While these resources have served us well, both naturally and
economically, they are sensitive and heavily impacted by the changing global climate and local
land use policies.
Groundwater and surface water resources should not, and cannot, be evaluated without
recognition of the effects that rising global temperatures has on them. These rising temperatures
are expected to contribute to increasing evaporation rates, rain events, and water temperatures,
decreasing snowfall, and changing runoff seasons. There are two major outcomes from these
changes that are of concern for Laconia:
1. Flooding: A flood risk evaluation conducted by the group “Flood Factor” indicates that
Laconia is categorized as “at major risk” of flooding over the next 30 years, with a
heavy concentration of “at risk” properties located in the southern tip of the city, in
between Lake Opechee and Lake Winnisquam (Flood Factor, 2021).
2. Water Quality: Water quality in Laconia is directly related to public health and
economic conditions in the area. Any impairments to this water quality would have
detrimental financial, health, and ecological impacts within the city. Therefore,
preserving our water resources and utilizing them to the best of our ability should be of
top priority to the City.
Understanding the true value of the water resources at our disposal in Laconia is imperative for
making the wisest decisions about conservation and development efforts. Just this year, a
valuation study found that Lake Winnipesaukee is valued at over $17 billion USD. This
valuation includes over $284 million in tourism, $109 million in boating and fishing, and $42
million in summer camp revenues (Chandra, et al., 2021). The Winnipesaukee valuation study
also attributed $1.5 million in water supply revenues and $42 million from the Lakeport Dam in
Laconia into its final figure. This information confirms that the surface water quality in Laconia
is a major concern for the city, businesses, and residents. Protective efforts should be approached
with careful and intentional actions to minimize the potential harmful impacts from development
and allow for sustainable use of the lakes.
Watersheds & Subwatersheds
The ability to view the landscape from a watershed or sub-watershed perspective helps to
understand drainages, flows, and associated habitat throughout the City. When analyzing
watershed and subwatershed boundaries as a planning or conservation tool, it is important to
recognize that neither watershed nor subwatershed boundaries stop at municipal boundaries.
Rather, these boundaries are determined by ridgelines and topography. The importance of a
regional approach to watershed management cannot be understated, as all things downstream are
affected by management upstream. Cooperation among abutting towns and regional efforts will
help to ensure that the goals of the watershed area are met.
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At the Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) 8 level, Laconia is a part of the Winnipesaukee River
Watershed, which encompasses over 480 square miles of land in New Hampshire. This land is
bordered to the north by the Ossipee Mountains, to the southeast by floodplains, and to the south
by the Belknap Mountains.
The City also contains sections of four sub-watersheds when broken down to the HUC-12 level.
The largest subwatershed in Laconia is the Lake Winnisquam subwatershed (8,993 acres), which
covers the southern and western half of Laconia. The Paugus Bay subwatershed is the next
largest in Laconia covering, 5,495 acres in the north-central portion. The third and fourth
subwatersheds are both part of Lake Winnipesaukee: Meredith Bay (1,666 acres in the northeast)
and Sanders Bay (306 acres in the northeast). These catchments can be seen on Map #4 at the
end of this report.

A map of the Winnipesaukee River Basin
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A regional management approach to the Winnipesaukee River Watershed has been taken on by
numerous local partners, including the Lakes Region Planning Commission (LRPC), the
Winnisquam Watershed Network (WWN) and the Lake Winnipesaukee Association (LWA). The
first phase of the Lake Winnipesaukee watershed management plan includes three of the four
subwatersheds in Laconia: Meredith, Paugus, and Saunders Bay. The goals of this phase are
focused on long-term water quality protection, economic vitality, and natural beauty
preservation. The objectives identified as necessary for completing these goals include setting a
phosphorus goal, stabilizing and/or reducing nutrient inputs to the lake, documenting progress
and achievements, and informing and involving the public. While the management plan
establishes what must be done regionally, it is often up to individual municipalities to implement
projects and policies that will contribute to those regional goals.
Surface Waters
Laconia’s surface waters are among the most valuable natural resources in the City. There are
approximately 3,740 acres (22.7%) of lakes and ponds in Laconia and over 20 miles of streams
and rivers. All surface water resources can be seen on Map #1 at the end of the report.
The City’s drinking water supply is drawn from two intake pipes in Paugus Bay. In addition to
serving as a drinking water source, the surface waters in Laconia provide wildlife habitat and
recreational opportunities to the community. Development and recreation along the shorelines
continue to bring about concern for the water quality; erosion, fuel spills, and increased runoff
are just some of the risks associated with development in the area. Presently, the water quality of
Laconia’s lakes continues to be good but maintaining that quality will require sound
management and diligence; not only on the part of Laconia, but of the entire Lakes Region, given
the extents of the watershed area.
Lakes & Ponds
The lakes and ponds of Laconia are vital to the City’s economy and natural beauty, like many
other Lakes Region municipalities. The four largest waterbodies in Laconia include the Meredith
Bay/Weirs Beach portion of Lake Winnipesaukee (756 acres), Paugus Bay (1,234 acres), Lake
Opechee (449 acres), and the eastern portion of Lake Winnisquam (1,299 acres). These large
waterbodies are listed in order of drainage in a downstream direction, eventually flowing into the
Winnipesaukee River. Despite the massive size of Lake Winnipesaukee, there are only 4.6 miles
City Ordinance 235-19: Shoreland Protection District
The goal of this ordinance is to “establish standard for the use and development of
shorelands adjacent to public waters…to minimize the degradation of shorelands, protect
water quality, and assure the retention of benefits provided by shorelands”. The standards
set forth in this ordinance prohibit certain uses, protect vegetative buffers, and control
development with the SPOD. This district covers most shorelines in Laconia; exceptions
include shores along the Weirs, Union Avenue, and the southern-most part of Lake
Winnisquam.
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of shoreline from this body of water in Laconia. Additionally, there are 9.8 miles of shoreline
along Paugus Bay and 7.5 miles along Opechee Bay. The shoreline of Lake Winnisquam is the
largest, with nearly 10 miles of shoreline in Laconia. This calculates to a total of 31.9 miles of
shoreline in Laconia, with additional shoreline footage around some of the islands.
Lake Winnipesaukee, Paugus Bay, Lake Opechee, and Lake Winnisquam are all listed as
oligotrophic waterbodies by NHDES. An oligotrophic lake is one with low primary productivity
and the result of low nutrient content. These lakes have low algal production, and consequently,
often have very clear waters, with high drinking-water quality. The bottom waters of such lakes
typically have ample oxygen; often supporting many fish species, like lake and rainbow trout,
which require cold, well-oxygenated waters. The oxygen content is likely to be higher in deeper
lakes, owing to their larger hypolimnetic volume. Lake Winnipesaukee has the deepest waters in
Laconia; its maximum depth is 180 feet.
Water quality of the Lakes has been a concern since the 1930’s, when sewage and other
pollutants began degrading water quality. By the 1970’s, closed sewage systems with treatment
plants were implemented and water quality studies showed improvements. The long-term trend,
however, predicts that water quality could continue to decrease due to increasing levels of
phosphorus (and therefore, increases in chlorophyll-a). If these phosphorus levels continue to
increase, it would be expected that communities will see more frequent algal blooms, decreased
water clarity, increased cyanobacteria blooms, decreased oxygen levels in the water, diminished
property values, and a decreased ability to use the waters for recreation and drinking water. For
these reasons, it is important that the City continues to monitor water quality among its lakes.
The City of Laconia currently utilizes a few water quality monitoring programs: the Volunteer
River Assessment Program (VRAP) run by NHDES and the Lay Lakes Management Program
(LLMP), run by UNH’s Cooperative Extension program. Some of the parameters tested include
dissolved oxygen, pH, specific conductance, and turbidity. Physical parameters tested include
temperature, chloride, and total phosphorus. Water quality monitoring is currently conducted on
select tributaries to Paugus Bay and Lake Winnisquam, and there are plans to begin testing on
Lake Opechee as well. Additionally, the City’s Water Department regularly tests water quality
for drinking water purposes.
These large waterbodies offer many recreational activities throughout the year. The summer
months see plenty of tourists looking for swimming, fishing, and boating opportunities. Laconia
also has several public (and private) beaches along these waters including Bartlett, Ahern,
Opechee, Bond, and Weirs. Large yachts, power boats, sailboats, and smaller crafts enjoy the
vastness of these large waterbodies and the deep waters found within the lakes (up to 180 feet).
A common summer recreational opportunity is the seasonal lake tours on the 230-foot-long M/S
Mount Washington. Though its home port is in Center Harbor, a popular stop and loading
location is at Weirs Beach. Winter recreation includes ice-fishing, skating, and cross-country
skiing. A popular winter event is the annual “Ice-out” contest, in which people try to guess the
date that the Mount Washington can safely leave her port at Center Harbor and motor to four
other ports. Since records began being kept in 1851, ice-out has happened as early as March 29
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and as late as May 12, although 90 percent of the time it is declared during April.” (Lake
Winnipesaukee Historic Society, 2009). As of late, however, scientists in the region have
acknowledged that ice-out dates are occurring earlier and earlier in the year – a clear sign of the
effects climate change and warmer winters will have on the area. Below is a visual of the ice-out
dates recorded for the last century.

Ice-Out Dates, 1921-2021
14-May

4-May

24-Apr

14-Apr

4-Apr

25-Mar

15-Mar
1921

1931

1941

1951

1961

1971

1981

1991

2001

2011

2021

The deeper waters are cold year-round and provide habitat for species of fish not adapted to
smaller, shallow lakes and ponds (e.g., lake trout, landlocked salmon, rainbow trout, brown trout,
whitefish). The shallower portions of these waters provide habitat for many warm-water species
of fish like eastern chain pickerel, small and largemouth bass, yellow and white perch, bullheads,
common white suckers, and the American eel.
In addition to the larger waterbodies in Laconia, there are several smaller ponds. Three key ones
include Pickerel Pond (72 acres), Foote’s Pond (3.6 acres), and Perley Pond (0.6 acres). There
are also several unnamed ponds, many of which are influenced by fluctuating water levels from
beaver activities. With few exceptions, these smaller waterbodies are surrounded by a diversity
of habitats, with travel corridors and nesting/denning areas of high ecological value.
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Pickerel Pond is relatively undeveloped along its shoreline with good buffers. (Photo by Diane
Hanley)
Pickerel Pond, which is approximately 72 acres (with 69.2 located in Laconia), is in the
northwestern portion of Laconia (1.5 miles west of Pickerel Cove). Though close in name and
proximity, Pickerel Pond and Pickerel Cove are associated with separate subwatersheds –
Pickerel Pond with the Lake Winnisquam subwatershed and Pickerel Cove with the Paugus Bay
subwatershed. Most of this pond is in the City of Laconia with some additional acreage in the
town of Meredith. This pond is relatively undeveloped with wide forested buffers, making it an
exceptionally rich habitat. Both Laconia and Meredith have recognized the ecological
significance of this well-buffered, largely non-impacted pond. Both municipalities have
conserved portions of land surrounding the pond through city ownership or conservation
easements. Laconia and its Conservation Commission have worked to increase public access to
Pickerel Pond for recreational use by constructing a gravel parking lot on the city’s property
bordering the pond and there are plans to continue conservation/access efforts around the pond.
Rivers & Streams
The Winnipesaukee River is a 10.5-mile-long river connecting Lake Winnipesaukee to the
Pemigewasset River and forming the Merrimack River. The upper portion of this river is in
Laconia and has been incorporated into Paugus Bay with the construction of dams in the
Lakeport region of the City. The river travels downstream to another dam at City Hall known as
Avery Dam, where it then flows into Opechee Bay. Eager Island is located 1,200 feet below
Avery Dam. This small island is a unique feature to the river system and the City. Its floodplain
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environment supports scrub-shrub and herbaceous species as well as a variety of wildlife
including beavers, ducks, sandpipers, and songbirds. The presence of dams and running water in
the Winnipesaukee River provides an open water winter habitat and winter-feeding areas for
wildlife.
The Winnipesaukee River is not the only running water in Laconia. Several tributaries are found
in the City. Prominent ones include Durkee Brook, Jewett Brook, and Black Brook. There are
many unnamed smaller streams located throughout Laconia where adequate-to-good buffers
have been retained. These areas provide high-value plant and wildlife habitat and connectivity to
forests, wetlands, and various other habitat types.

Eager Island is in a portion of the Winnipesaukee River that contains some areas where open
water remains throughout the winter. It is an important habitat for a diversity of waterfowl and
bald eagles during the winter months. (Photo taken by Diane Hanley)
Durkee Brook is in the southeastern portion of Laconia, with its headwaters near Route 107 and
the Belmont town line. It flows northwesterly for approximately 2.2 miles through industrial and
residential areas to its confluence in Lake Winnisquam. Durkee Brook experiences some
flooding and erosion issues from a combination of increased runoff and the removal of
stabilizing shoreline vegetation along abutting properties. Beaver activity along Durkee Brook
has enhanced the riparian floodplain zones surrounding it. Many local wildlife species depend on
this habitat for cover, food, and travel corridors and the rich soil also supports a wide range of
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vegetation. The numerous areas along Durkee Brook with poorly and very poorly drained soils
are also indicators of potential wetland habitats.
Jewett Brook (0.46 miles) enters central Laconia crossing the eastern border about 570 feet south
of Route 11A, flowing in a westerly direction. Its confluence with the Winnipesaukee River in
the southern part of Opechee Bay, is approximately 1,700 feet upstream from Avery Dam. Jewett
Brook has a history of significant flooding, often impacting Laconia roads. A watershed
management plan was developed for Jewett Brook in 2012. This joint effort between Laconia,
Gilford, and the engineering group Dubois & King Inc. identified eleven projects across the two
municipalities that will help reduce flood flows and stabilize the stream channel. Union Avenue
is particularly susceptible to the flooding and dredging at this site is identified as a ‘high priority’
project within the watershed plan.
Black Brook, located in the central eastern portion of Laconia just south of Route 3, flows
westerly into Paugus Bay. Though it contains a small floodplain wetland area, much of its
ecological value appears to be compromised due to development, including significant
impervious surfaces and wetland buffer violations. Concerns regarding the effects of
sedimentation from Black Brook on the water quality of Paugus Bay has led to renewed focus on
the stream’s restoration. In 2016, DuBois & King conducted a geomorphic assessment report and
watershed plan for Black Brook. The report found that approximately 20% of Black Brook is
confined to culverts, ultimately eliminating the benefits natural floodplains could provide to
downstream water quality. Potential projects were identified to restore the stream and its
associated floodplains including daylighting the brook by eliminating some culverts and
replacing those that are undersized
As mentioned above, increased flooding is a special concern for the rivers/streams and urban
areas in Laconia. As precipitation events grow in intensity and frequency because of global
climate change, we can expect these flooding events to get worse over time as well. Efforts to
improve stormwater management, restore streams to their natural state, and protect floodplain
habitats will be essential to managing flood events in the future.
Wetlands & Vernal Pools
Wetlands are an essential habitat for most plant and animal species found in New Hampshire and
serve as a transitional zone between land and water. It is estimated that riparian and wetland
areas are used by over 90% of the region’s wildlife and serve as preferred habitat for 40% of
local species. The EPA identifies four types of palustrine (inland, non-tidal) wetlands: marshes,
swamps, bogs, and fens. These are extremely diverse depending on the hydrology, soils,
topography, and climate of the area. New Hampshire state law requires three parameters be met
to classify an area as a jurisdictional wetland. These parameters are the presence of hydric soils
(discussed in earlier sections), sufficient hydrology, and hydrophytic vegetation (plants that are
adapted to the conditions of wet habitats).
Wetlands are dynamic habitats. The general trend is that they slowly fill in overtime, through the
process of lakefill. As time passes, submerged plants appear in the open waters, followed by
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floating-leafed plants and then emergent plants (reeds, sedges, wetland grasses). Next, shrubs
like high bush cranberry and bog rosemary appear and eventually, trees like red maples and gray
birch emerge. There are, however, several environmental and human-induced reasons that may
cause wetlands to change in size. Some examples are:
❖
❖
❖
❖

Human development, including damming and excavation
Severe weather changes, such as increased rain or drought
Wildlife influence, for example, regeneration of beaver impoundments
Logging and landscape alterations that dredge wetlands or increase runoff

In addition to providing important plant and wildlife habitat, wetlands are essential to the
protection of other water resources. The poorly drained soils and hydrophytic vegetation present
in wetlands store significant amounts of floodwater and runoff, minimizing potential damages in
times of high water. Wetlands also contribute to groundwater recharge and serve as a filtration
source by allowing suspended sediments and particles to settle and be absorbed plant roots. This
includes excess nutrients, toxicants, pollutants, and contaminants. These benefits derived from
wetlands makes them especially important in maintaining the health of aquatic systems – an
important note for Laconia considering its economic and public health ties to the lakes in the
region.
Previous efforts to understand the status of wetlands in Laconia included an investigation of
eleven wetland systems and their functional values in the early 2000s. This joint effort between
the Laconia Conservation Commission, the University of New Hampshire, the Lakes Region
Planning Commission, and others identified five major categories as follows:
1. Major Wetlands with Multiple Values: Hamel State Forest, Pickerel Pond, Lily Pond,
and Pickerel Cove
2. Wetlands Important for Pollution Attenuation: Old North Main Street, Lily Pond,
Black Brook, Maiden Lady Cove, and Pickerel Cove
3. Wetlands Important to Laconia’s Water Supply: Lily Pond, Black Brook, and
Pickerel Cove
4. Wetlands Important to Developed Areas (flood control and aesthetics): Durkee
Brook, South Down & Long Bay, and Pleasant Street School
5. Wetlands Important for their Educational Potential: Pickerel Pond, Pleasant Street
School, and Maiden Lady Cove
One of the standout wetlands from this early 2000s report and the 2009 NRI fieldwork is the
Hamel State Forest/Pickerel Pond Wetland system. This system is 76 acres of open water,
emergent, scrub-shrub, and forested wetlands. The range of wildlife activity and excellent upland
buffers indicate that this system is home to substantial biodiversity. For these reasons, this
wetland system may be a good candidate for “prime wetland” designation. Prime wetlands are
those that are of highest functional value and are afforded more protective rules by the NHDES.
As of 2021, the City of Laconia does not have any prime wetlands designated.
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The State of New Hampshire recognizes vernal pools as an important habitat in the state; they
are a unique and often isolated type of wetland. They fill annually from precipitation, runoff, and
excess groundwater in the spring and fall. These pools typically dry up in the summer months,
making them uninhabitable to many plant and wildlife species. These temporary waters provide
essential breeding habitat for certain amphibians and invertebrates, such as wood frogs, spring
peepers, spotted salamanders, and fairy shrimp. They also serve as important feeding areas in the
early spring for species like Blanding’s and spotted turtles. The 2009 NRI documented 23 vernal
pools throughout Laconia.
An initial GIS analysis of the National Wetland Inventory (NWI) indicated that there are 451.4
acres of palustrine wetlands in Laconia boundaries. As noted earlier in the methods section, NWI
data may not account well for forested wetlands. By also using land cover data from the MultiResolution Land Characteristics Consortium (MRLC), these wetlands can be added to the city’s
inventory for a more complete picture. This method found an additional 219.9 acres of wetlands,
for a total of 671.3 acres (4%) of wetlands in the City. Of these wetlands, less than 10% are
located within protected conservation lands. It is important to note that a full inventory of the
wetlands in Laconia cannot be completed without significant field verification due to the nature
of the limitations from existing data sources.
City Ordinance 235-17: Wetlands Conservation & Water Quality Overlay District
The intent of this Ordinance is to “ensure the protection of water wetland resources and
vernal pools from activities that would adversely affect their functions and values, ensure the
protection of wetland and waterbody buffer areas from activities that would adversely affect
their ability to protect wetlands from degradation, and prevent the expenditure of municipal
funds for the purpose of providing and/or maintaining essential services and utilities which
might be required as a result of the destruction/degradation of wetlands and the loss of water
quality” The ordinance establishes buffers, permitted and prohibited uses, and uses that
require a conditional use permit.
Buffers established under this ordinance include:
❖ 100’ from any designated prime wetland
❖ 75’ from any brook/stream contiguous to public waters
❖ 50’ from wetlands
❖ 100’ from vernal pools
❖ 30’ from intermittent or perennial streams
❖ 0’ from any exempt wetlands
Details about exemptions to these buffers are discussed in detail in the city ordinance at:
https://ecode360.com/15050211
Aquifers/Groundwater
Groundwater is a critical natural resource for the State of New Hampshire. An aquifer is an
underground layer of water-bearing permeable rock or unconsolidated materials (gravel, sand,
silt, or clay) from which groundwater can be pumped for drinking. Approximately 98% of public
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water systems rely on groundwater. There are three types of groundwater aquifers: stratifieddrift, till, and bedrock. The basic difference is that stratified drift and till aquifers are composed
of unconsolidated glacial deposits (stratified materials are sand and gravel and till materials are a
mixture of gravel, sand, silt, and clay), while bedrock aquifers are fractured rock.
Stratified drift aquifers are an important source of groundwater for commercial, industrial,
residential, and public water supplies in the State of New Hampshire. They typically are the most
productive sources of groundwater and therefore, the highest yielding public water supply wells
tap these aquifers. They are also, however, directly influenced by surface waters and land-use
activities, and therefore, the most susceptible to contamination.
Most of the aquifers in Laconia are in the southeastern portion of the City. About 9.7% of
Laconia is underlain with stratified-drift aquifers. Those aquifers are listed below:
❖ 778.5 acres in the southern part of the City, extending from the Gilford/Belmont town
lines to the border of Lake Winnisquam
❖ 345.6 acres just north of the previously described one and underlies Jewett Brook,
extending towards the eastern shoreline of Lake Opechee the southernmost portion of
Paugus Bay
❖ 274 acres located in northern Laconia along the Lake Winnipesaukee shore. This is a
portion of a very large aquifer which lies mostly in Gilford
❖ 130.5 acres surrounding Pickerel Pond and extending into Meredith
❖ 67.1 acres just east of Paugus Bay and extending into Gilford
Data for aquifer boundaries has not been updated since the initial NRI’s completion. To
reference these aquifers on a map, please visit Laconia’s online GIS system.
Riparian Zones and Floodplains
Riparian zones are the interfaces between land and a stream. These zones may be found in
grasslands, woodlands, wetlands, and floodplains and they serve an important role in aquatic
ecosystems; they provide important birthing, mating, feeding, and nesting sites for many species,
and are often used as travel corridors for wildlife. Floodplains are a type of riparian zone and are
flat or nearly-level land adjacent to a stream or river that experiences occasional, seasonal, or
periodic flooding. These are relatively narrow strips of land found along streams and wetlands,
where sediment from upstream is transported and deposited across the floodplain terraces. These
floodplains support rich and diverse ecosystems despite being affected by periodic flooding.
Riparian zones also work to protect water quality by allowing infiltration and reducing the
effects of flooding. Natural vegetation along these zones protects water temperatures and provide
shade for wildlife. The vegetation is also important for erosion control and bank stabilization.
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Black Brook, near southern Paugus Bay, has sections that contain wetlands and riparian
habitat, but also has been degraded by development.
Laconia has limited riparian and floodplain areas due development and relatively low numbers of
streams. Preserving riparian and floodplain areas in their natural state is essential for maintaining
the benefits they provide to the area. Many portions of Laconia’s streams have not been
impacted, indicating opportunity to maintain the riparian habitat present, such as along Black
Brook, Jewett Brook, and Durkee Brook.
D. WILDLIFE & HABITATS
Laconia has a rich and unique set of habitats within its boundaries; forested lands, steep slopes,
open water, wetlands and riparian zones, and permanent wildlife openings meet the needs of
many plant and animal species. There are ample opportunities to preserve wildlife habitat in
Laconia, where just over 70% of the land is undeveloped, including significant forested land,
agricultural fields, and early successional vegetation.
A common theme of this inventory is that no natural resource is safe from the effects of climate
change, and wildlife and habitats are no different. Climate change is expected to alter the
composition of species in certain habitats because of climatic/weather events outside the natural
range of variation. Historically these species would migrate to where they can tolerate the
climate, however, new obstacles such as habitat fragmentation and the spread of invasive species
limits their ability to establish themselves in new areas. Additionally, species will have to adapt
to shifting seasons (winters with less snow cover and ice, and summers with increased
precipitation and flooding). These changes, along with the influence of human mitigation efforts
surrounding climate change, will likely alter existing habitats significantly and may force many
species out. Considerations for wildlife and their natural habitats should be included in resource
management to mitigate the effects climate change may have on species composition.
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Wildlife Action Plan
In 2006, New Hampshire Fish and Game worked with select partners in the conservation
community to create the State’s first Wildlife Action Plan (WAP). The plan (mandated and
funded by the federal government) provides a base tool for identifying and maintaining critical
habitats and populations of New Hampshire’s species of concern; some examples include the
American marten, the New England cottontail, and the spruce grouse.
The WAP focuses on twenty-seven habitat types that serve the needs of these species of concern.
These habitats were evaluated and given a score based on their ecological condition. This score
is comprised of the average score of three variables:
1. Biological diversity – measured by species richness of rare animals, species richness of
rare wildlife within their dispersal distances, species richness of rare plants, and richness
of exemplary natural communities.
2. Landscape context – measured with total area, wetland area, distance to and identity of
nearest neighbor and other landscape features, and similarity of neighboring habitat
types.
3. Impacts of human activity – evaluated using measures of relative intactness
(unfragmented habitats) and trails (recreational impacts).
Once scores are established for a habitat, they are ranked at the state level as well as for each
biological region. In this case, a biological region refers to an ecoregion for terrestrial habitats
and watersheds for aquatic habitats. This ranking identifies the “Highest Ranked Habitat in NH”,
“Highest Ranked Habitat in Biological Region”, and “Supporting Landscapes”. Table 5 lists the
twelve habitat types found in Laconia and their acreage across the city, which are described in
detail in the following section.
Table 5: New Hampshire WAP Habitat Type and Acreage for Laconia, NH.
% of Laconia
WAP Habitat
Acres
Land
Open Water
3,872.0
23.5
Hemlock-Hardwood-Pine Forest
3,629.5
22.1
Appalachian Oak-Pine Forest
3,226.8
19.6
Developed, Impervious
2,955.4
18.0
Developed, Barren
1,791.7
10.9
Grasslands
502.8
3.1
Marsh & Shrub Wetland
218.6
1.3
Temperate Swamp
149.5
0.9
Peatland
68.5
0.4
Sand/Gravel
40.2
0.2
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The 2020 Fish & Game WAP Map of Laconia: Highest Ranked Habitats
Habitat Types
The following habitat descriptions are of those identified in Laconia from the 2020 WAP. These
descriptions are direct excerpts from the NH Fish & Game’s website and identify the unique
aspects of each habitat type and provides brief strategies for their conservation. More
information can be found at: https://www.wildlife.state.nh.us/habitat/types.html

Appalachian Oak-Pine Forest
Appalachian oak-pine forests are found mostly below 900 feet elevation in southern New
Hampshire and along the Connecticut River in western New Hampshire. The nutrient-poor, dry,
sandy soils and warm, dry, climate influences the typical vegetation including oak, hickory,
mountain laurel, and sugar maple. Many wildlife species use these forests for part or all of their
life cycle including whip-poor-wills, black bears, northern myotis, and state endangered eastern
hognose snakes. Traditionally, Appalachian oak-pine forests are influenced by frequent fires,
which change the age structure of the forest. The diverse age and structure of the forest help to
promote wildlife diversity. Intense development pressure particularly in the southeast corner of
New Hampshire has dramatically reduced naturally occurring fires and increased fragmentation
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of this forest type. Incorporating habitat conservation into local land use planning, protecting
unfragmented blocks, and adopting sustainable forestry are a few examples of conservation
strategies for Appalachian oak-pine forests.
Hemlock-Hardwood-Pine Forest
Hemlock-hardwood-pine forests are comprised of mostly hemlock, white pine, beech, and oak
trees. Since this is a transitional forest, it can occur at different elevations and over different
types of soil and topography, so the composition of vegetation can be variable. This forest type is
the most common in New Hampshire and covers nearly 50% of the state and provides habitat for
numerous wildlife species such as the cerulean warbler, eastern pipistrelle, and bobcat. Many of
the species that use this habitat type require large blocks of unfragmented forest such as the
northern goshawk and black bear. Since this forest type is so common, it is sometimes
overlooked in conservation efforts. Development and fragmentation are huge threats to the
continued existence of hemlock-hardwood-pine forest. Some conservation strategies for
hemlock-hardwood-pine forests are incorporating habitat conservation into local land use
planning, protecting unfragmented blocks of land, and educating landowners.
Rocky Ridge, Cliff and Talus
Rocky ridges and talus slopes are two related but distinct habitats. Talus slopes, comprised of
loose or stable boulders and rocks, range from open, lichen covered talus "barrens" to closedcanopy forested talus communities. Rocky ridges generally occur on outcrops and bedrock ridges
and summits below the alpine zone. Talus slopes and rocky ridges provide crucial habitat for
several rare wildlife species in New Hampshire, including bobcat, state endangered timber
rattlesnake and eastern small-footed bats, and state threatened peregrine falcon. Due to the
inaccessible nature of talus slopes, human impacts exist primarily on the rocky ridge portion of
this habitat, though some trails and other impacts are found on talus. Some conservation
strategies for rocky ridges and talus slopes are to limit trails through high-risk areas and
monitoring indicator species for climate change.
Cliffs are steep, rocky outcrops greater than 65° in slope and 3 meters in height. They can be low
in elevation within a forest or higher in elevation and completely exposed such as the historic
location of The Old Man of the Mountain. Cliffs have sparse vegetation that is typically
restricted to cracks and crevices where soil accumulates. Depending on the type of rock that
make up the cliff, different types of vegetation will grow there such as sheep laurel on acidic
cliffs and bulblet bladder fern on calcareous cliffs. Cliffs are used by several wildlife species
including the state threatened peregrine falcon, state endangered timber rattlesnake, bobcat,
common raven, and long-tailed shrew. Although often viewed as isolated or inaccessible to
people, the popularity of cliffs and cliff tops as recreational destinations for hikers and rock
climbers is rapidly increasing. Another threat to the tops of these exposed habitats is energy and
communication infrastructure such as cell towers and wind turbines. Some conservation
strategies for cliff habitat are educating recreational users, habitat protection, and advising wind
energy developers of potentially negative impacts through regulation and policy.
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Grassland
Grasslands are comprised of grasses, sedges, and wildflowers with little to no shrubs and trees.
The most common grassland habitats are airports, capped landfills, wet meadows, and
agricultural fields such as hayfields, pastures, and fallow fields. Pre-colonial grasslands in New
Hampshire were probably only maintained by beaver and fires started by lightning and Native
Americans. The numerous agricultural lands maintained by early European settlers provided
ideal habitat for some wildlife species that need grassland habitat. As these agricultural lands
were abandoned, these populations began to decline and are now on the state endangered list
such as the eastern hognose snake, northern harrier, upland sandpiper and on the state threatened
list such as the grasshopper sparrow. Other species also benefit from these open grass fields such
as wood turtles and numerous species of butterflies. Development and natural forest succession
have reduced grassland habitat in the state. Grasslands require maintenance and must be mowed
to prevent them from becoming shrublands or forests. Only 8% of NH grasslands are currently
under conservation easements. Reclaiming and maintaining grasslands are two important
conservation strategies for grassland habitats. Many grasslands and potential grassland habitat
are on private land and landowners can help restore and conserve them.
Developed Habitats
Residential and commercial development in New Hampshire ranges from maintained gardens
and manicured lawns to multi-story buildings in city centers. Some wildlife species have learned
to use these areas for things like nesting or finding food sources. For example, peregrine falcons,
which typically create nests on vertical cliffs to raise their young, have begun nesting in urban
settings in the southeastern portion of the state. Tall buildings and similar man‐made structures
possess physical characteristics like cliffs. Another bird, the chimney swift, was once known to
nest in large hallow trees in the forest, but as this resource has declined, the species now almost
exclusively nests in the chimneys of buildings. Many bumble bee species frequent crop fields,
orchards, gardens, and other locations with flowering plants maintained by humans in developed
areas. Although development can cause problems for wildlife, some species have figured out
how to adapt to certain conditions.
Peatland
Peatland habitats are extremely important for carbon sequestration on a local and global scale.
The water in peatlands has low nutrient content and typically high acidity caused by limited
groundwater input and surface runoff. These environmental conditions are such that plant and
animal material take a very long time to decompose. This organic material contains carbon and
other nutrients, storing it away and slowly releasing it into the atmosphere. Drainage and
destruction of peatlands releases this carbon into the atmosphere quicker, increasing greenhouse
gases today. Conservation of the 11 different natural communities that comprise peatlands is also
vital to the continued existence of many rare plant and wildlife species in New Hampshire. The
state endangered ringed bog haunter uses peatlands and the surrounding uplands in the southern
part of the state. The northern bog lemming inhabits burrows in the sphagnum moss and
associated grasses. Typical vegetation in a peatland includes sphagnum moss, leather leaf,
northern white cedar, and American larch. Threats to peatland habitats are development, altered
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hydrology (amount and flow of water), and unsustainable forest harvesting. Non-point source
pollutants, such as road salt, lawn fertilizers, and pesticides, also threaten this habitat by altering
the acidity and nutrients. Establishing buffers around this habitat is one conservation strategy that
will help minimize the threats to peatland habitats.
Temperate Swamp
This habitat consists of forested wetlands found primarily in central and southern New
Hampshire. Temperate peat swamps are typically found in isolated or stagnant basins with
saturated, organic soils. The temperate swamps classification also includes the four known
Atlantic white cedar communities in New Hampshire, and the pitch pine‐heath swamp, a rare
community usually associated with the Pine Barrens landscape. Most coastal conifer peat
swamps occur within 30 miles of the Atlantic coast. These wetlands provide several functions
such as flood control, pollutant filters, shoreline stabilization, sediment retention and erosion
control, food web productivity, wildlife habitat, recreation, and education. Threats to temperate
swamps include habitat degradation from insect pests such as the hemlock woolly adelgid, since
hemlock is a common component of temperate swamps across NH. Inputs of sedimentation,
insecticides, and fertilizers are sources of pollution that threaten temperate swamp habitats.
Actions to conserve temperate swamps include supporting the Division of Forests and Lands in
the implementation of the hemlock woolly adelgid action plan and working with foresters to use
Best Management Practices outlined in the document ‘Good Forestry in the Granite State.
Marsh & Shrub Wetland
Emergent marsh and shrub swamp systems have a broad range of flood regimes, sometimes
controlled by the presence or departure of beavers, but mostly controlled by groundwater. This
system, which is an important food source for many species, is often grouped into three broad
habitat categories: wet meadows, emergent marshes, and scrub-shrub wetlands. Marsh and shrub
wetlands filter pollutants, preventing them from getting into local streams, and help hold water to
reduce flooding. Many wildlife species use marsh and shrub wetlands including common species
like red-winged blackbirds, beavers, and painted turtles. Marsh and shrub wetlands are also
critically important for state endangered Blanding's turtles, New England cottontails, northern
harriers, ringed bog haunters, and sedge wrens plus state threatened spotted turtles and pied
billed grebes. Development is a threat to these habitats mostly from driveways and roads that
fragment wetlands or change the flow of water. The loss of an upland habitat around a marsh or
shrub wetland also increases the amount of pollution and sedimentation threatening the habitat.
Another constant threat to marsh and shrub wetlands is invasive plants such as purple loosestrife
and Japanese knotweed that compete with native vegetation. Some conservation strategies for
marsh and shrub wetlands are restoration and protection of these important habitats. Many marsh
and shrub wetlands are on private land and landowners can help restore and conserve them.
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The 2020 Fish & Game WAP Map of Laconia: Habitat Land Cover
Forested Lands
Forested lands make up much of the City of Laconia. According to the 2019 MRLC data, there
are 6,567.1 acres (40%) of forested lands in the City. For this reason, the forested lands in
Laconia should be highlighted as a significant natural resource of interest for the City. Forested
areas include hardwood, white pine, hemlock, and mixed hardwood and softwood stands.
Common tree species that make up these forested lands are white pine, eastern hemlock, red oak,
white oak, black oak, yellow birch, white birch, black birch, red maple, sugar maple, American
beech, white ash, black cherry, poplar, red spruce, American basswood, balsam fir, and red
spruce.
Laconia has several species of trees that are considered important because of their mast
production. These include red and white oak, beech, maple, hickory, hemlock, black cherry,
juneberries, white ash, and pine. Mast are the fruits produced by woody stemmed plants and can
be either hard (seeds and nuts) or soft (fruits and berries). Wildlife species from nuthatches,
chickadees, squirrels, and eastern chipmunks to white-tailed deer, black bears, turkeys, and wood
ducks rely heavily on mast as a source of feed. Hard mast produced by oaks, beech, and some
shrubs such as beaked hazelnut, is considered extremely important because it is able to persist for
a longer amount of time than soft mast and is therefore accessible to wildlife during times of the
year when other food sources are limited (like winter).
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Dense softwood stands are a significant consideration when evaluating the quality of forested
habitats. These stands provide cover and foraging habitat for a variety of wildlife species during
harsh winter conditions by providing cover from snow and wind. Therefore, animals such as red
squirrels, snowshoe hare, ruffed grouse, and white-tailed deer are often found utilizing them
during the winter months. White-tailed deer are not well adapted for dealing with deep snow
conditions and require dense softwood stands to survive New Hampshire’s harsher winters.
When they congregate in these stands, they are referred to as winter deer yards. For the stand to
be considered a deer yard two basic elements must be met: (1) A core area is identified by
concentrations of dense softwoods, and (2) Mixed hardwood and softwoods adjacent to, or
within the core area to provide accessible forage. The original NRI found just over 600 acres of
dense softwood stands. This figure was not updated in this 2021 NRI due to in-house limitations
on data collection and imagery analysis.
Permanent Wildlife Openings
Wildlife openings have been declining in numbers over the past 50 years in part due to the loss
of farmlands. Permanent wildlife openings are dominated by grasses, forbs, wildflowers,
brambles, and fruiting shrubs. This includes hay land, pastureland, cropland, brush-hogged
fields, and mechanically maintained transmission lines. It is estimated that they provide required
habitat for about 22% of New England’s wildlife species and are seasonally important for nearly
70% of species. Insects are not accurately incorporated into these figures, but many of these
species occupy or use openings. They also create important edge habitat – a transitional area that
will attract the largest diversity of species, both plants and animals. White-tailed deer, black
bears, deer mice, meadow voles, shrews, and woodchucks commonly feed on the vegetation
present in these habitats, and carnivores in turn feed on these species. Permanent wildlife
openings are heavily used by bird species as feeding and nesting sites, specifically by the eastern
bluebird, Bobolink, and northern harrier, which are species of concern in New Hampshire.
Agricultural lands are not the only source of permanent wildlife openings in Laconia. The State
of New Hampshire encourages landowners to create and maintain permanent wildlife openings
on their own. Some landowners routinely brush-hog former pastureland and hayfields to
maintain them as openings for views and wildlife. Transmission lines are maintained
mechanically rather than chemically, allowing them to serve as openings and miles of edge
habitat. Finally, meadows created by beaver activities offer dynamic openings in various stages
of succession. This provides characteristics of an open area surrounded by forested and wetland
habitats, which is attractive for many wildlife species.
Wildlife openings were delineated in this inventory using orthographic photos from the National
Agriculture Imagery Program (NAIP). Areas delineated included transmission lines, cemeteries,
agricultural fields, among others. These openings range from approximately 0.5 to 30 acres per
opening and total approximately 537 acres. Many of these openings are located in the northern
areas of the City along Route 106 (Parade Road), Meredith Center Road, and White Oaks Road.
Wildlife openings are mapped on Map #7 at the end of the report.
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Unfragmented, Roadless Areas
The number of roadless areas or unfragmented blocks of land has been in steady decline with the
increase in development across New Hampshire. The increasing number of roads has impacted
wildlife directly through road kills and indirectly through loss of habitat and cutting off travel
corridors. Fortunately, Laconia has several large tracts of land which are not impacted by roads
ranging from 7 to over 1,300 acres. The largest of these blocks is in the northern-central area of
the City, between Parade Road, Endicott Street North, and Rollercoaster Road. A map of all
unfragmented, roadless areas in Laconia (ranging from less than 50 acres to over 1,000) is
located at the end of this report.
Rare Species and Exemplary Natural Communities
The City of Laconia is home to some of the State’s endangered and threatened animal species, as
identified by the NH Fish & Game Department. Endangered species are those that are native to
New Hampshire but whose habitat is facing over-exploitation, predation, competition, disease,
disturbance, or contamination. Threatened species are those that are headed toward being
endangered if the conditions surrounding them continue to decline. With its many acres of open
and running water, Laconia is home to bald eagles and common loons, both of which are
considered threatened at either the state or national level. Occurrences of these species are report
to and documented by the New Hampshire Natural Heritage Bureau (NHB), which can be
reviewed below.
Natural communities are distinguished by their plant species composition, vegetation structure,
and a specific combination of physical conditions. The NHB ranks the quality of habitats based
on an evaluation of their ecological significance and considers all occurrences of a rare (and
some of the best quality common ones) natural community as “exemplary”. These exemplary
communities are typically ones with relatively little human impact and are desirable to many
wildlife and plant species, making them an excellent focus for conservation efforts. As of July
2020, no specific exemplary natural communities have been documented for Laconia. Potential
exemplary natural communities in Laconia include the Rocky Ridge, Talus, and Peatland
habitats, which may serve as habitat for a number of rare and/or endangered species within the
State. To learn more about threatened or endangered species or the unique communities that are
focused on by the NHFG or NHB, please visit https://www.wildlife.state.nh.us and
https://www.nh.gov/nhdfl/about-us/natural-heritage-bureau.htm.
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Rare Plants, Rare Animals and Exemplary Natural Communities in New Hampshire Towns,
Natural Heritage Bureau, July 2020
Non-native and Invasive Species
Invasive species are plant and wildlife species that are not native to an area but take up residency
and outcompete native species. The presence of invasives often reduces biodiversity, impacts
water quality, and stresses forests and soils. Additionally, as the climate continues to warm
globally, invasive species are likely to exploit chemical, physical, and biological changes in
ecosystems and further establish themselves in the region. These species tend to be more
common in wet areas such as lakes, wetlands, riparian habitats, and areas of recent disturbance
including roadsides. They can also be found at old farm sites, where people have planted various
fruiting and ornamental plants for agricultural purposes.
There are several invasive species present in the City of Laconia. Some of these species include
Japanese barberry, Japanese knotweed, reed phragmites, purple loosestrife, and multiflora rose.
One of the most concerning invasives for Laconia, however, is Variable-leaf milfoil. This plant
is more robust than the native water-milfoil species, with a very thick stem and the potential to
grow an inch per day; it is very difficult to control once fully established. The effects of
Variable-leaf milfoil on water resources are profound; milfoil displaces beneficial native plant
life, it makes swimming difficult, and it may devalue waterfront property. The City of Laconia
works with the State of New Hampshire and local organizations to treat Milfoil in public waters
(Lake Opechee and Paugus Bay) through mechanical (dive & pull) and chemical (herbicide)
methods. In addition to Milfoil treatments, the Laconia Conservation Commission requests that
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planning board applicants who come before them for conditional use permits remove and
properly dispose of any invasives species found on their sites. There are a number of ways to
properly dispose of invasives so that they do not establish at the disposal site. The method of
disposal depends on the species of plant, for example, burning may be a viable option for some
plants, but not those whose seeds are easily airborne. Other disposal methods include bagging,
tarping and drying, chipping, composting, drowning, and occasionally, burying.
There is an increase in public awareness and concern about the rapid growth of invasive species
in New Hampshire and throughout New England. Efforts to understand the risks associated with
invasive species and their establishment are important at both the local and state levels. New
Hampshire Fish & Game and other community partners have developed a spatial layer that
addresses these concerns by identifying “priority areas” for invasive plant management. This
research is preliminary and may be best utilized in conjunction with field verification of
conditions, however, it is a valuable tool to use in initial investigations for problem areas.
Priority areas are determined by “combining areas of high ecological significance, areas that
provide ecological services to human activities, and areas that would pose a high risk of
spreading with the presence of invasive species”. According to the metadata, areas listed with a
higher score are those where management would best prevent invasive plants spreading and
protect critically sensitive areas. Priority areas for Laconia are displayed in Map #9 at the end of
this report.
5) SCENIC RESOURCES
Laconia has many scenic views throughout the City, overlooking waterbodies, knolls, ridgelines,
and mountains. There are two main designations for scenic roads: Scenic Byways (State) and
Scenic Roads (local). Currently, there are no designated Scenic Roads within Laconia. There is,
however, the “Lakes Region Tour”. This 97-mile scenic byway borders Lake Winnipesaukee and
includes the following roads in Laconia: NH Route 3, Parade Road, Rollercoaster Road, Scenic
Drive, White Oaks Road, and NH Route 11B.
There are many roads and vistas that
offer great views and preserve the
character of the city, making them
strong examples of potential Scenic
Roads. While these roads are not locally
designated as scenic roads, the City has
made efforts to protect them.

City Ordinance 235-14: Districts Established
This ordinance establishes a “Residential Rural
Corridor” (RR2) zone in which it “recognizes the
historic, scenic and agricultural values of the
areas associated with Parade, Meredith Center,
and White Oaks Roads”. The district is defined
as the area extending 400 feet from either side of
the center line of the right-of-way of the abovementioned roads.

Aside from local and state roads, there
are many other scenic resources within
the City. The Winnipesaukee Scenic
Railroad travels between Meredith and the Lakeport neighborhood of Laconia, offering excellent
views of the Lake. The Laconia Railroad Station also offers “Rail Bike Adventures” – a guided
rail bike tour of the area, including sights along Winnipesaukee River, Durkee Brook, and Lake
Winnisquam.
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6) CONSERVATION LANDS
Securing conservation lands and easements across the City is one of the means available to the
Conservation Commission to secure the protection of natural resources. Many protected lands
are owned by federal, state, and local governments. A conservation easement on private land is
another means to protect property. It creates a legally enforceable land preservation agreement
between a landowner and a municipality, or a qualified land protection organization or trust. It
restricts real estate development, commercial and industrial uses, and other activities on a
property to a mutually agreed upon level. The decision to place a conservation easement on a
property is strictly a voluntary one where the easement is sold or donated. The restrictions, once
set in place, are binding on all future landowners. The restrictions are spelled out in a legal
document that is recorded in the local land records, and the easement becomes a part of the chain
of title for the property. The landowner who gives up these development rights continues to
privately own and manage the land and may receive significant state and federal tax advantages
with their land for future generations. The easement holder has a responsibility to monitor future
uses of the land to ensure compliance with the terms of the easement and to enforce the terms if a
violation occurs.
The City of Laconia has over 1,300 acres (8%) of protected conservation lands. These
conservation lands are either state or city owned property or privately owned with conservation
easements granted towards the city, state, or an organization. The conserved properties range
from less than one acre to just over 250 acres in size. Many of these properties abut one another,
particularly those located between Lake Winnisquam and Paugus Bay, in northern-central
Laconia. Other parcels are scattered across the city, with three being located along White Oaks
Road, with over 450 acres of hemlock-hardwood-pine and nearly 600 acres of Appalachian oakpine forests conserved. Table 6 list all conservation lands within the City and they are delineated
on Map #7.
Table 6: Conservation Lands in Laconia
Name
Charland
Hamel State Forest
Paugus Bay State Forest
Prescott State Forest
Swain State Forest
Huston-Morgan State Forest
Opechee Bay State Forest
Ahern State Forest
Puleo Farm
Bond Park
Eager Island
Taylor Community
Perley Pond
Tardif

Acreage
5.0
40.3
253.1
115.8
102.9
160.4
48.1
129.4
52.6
36.2
2.4
10
1.1
11.1

Conservation Ownership
Easement with City
State Owned
State Owned
State Owned
State Owned
State Owned
State Owned
State Owned
Private - Easement with State
City Owned
City Owned
Easement with City
City Owned
City Owned
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Wilkins – Southdown
Bonum – Southdown
Akwavista
Fuller
Prescott Farm
Harrington East
Harrington

0.25
2.5
14.5
0.5
74.5
53.5
15.5

Shad Path

195.4

Pickerel Pond

15.3

Easement with City
Easement with City
Easement with City
Easement with City
Private – Prescott Conservancy Inc.
Easement with City
Easement with USDA, NRCS
Private – Easement with Lakes Region
Conservation Trust
City Owned

7) RESOURCE & CONSERVATION RECOMMENDATIONS
Based on the inventory of natural resources summarized here, a number of recommendations can
be made to the City of Laconia to support the goal of preserving the City’s natural resources and
community character. Since the initial natural resource inventory was conducted in 2009, the
City of Laconia has worked hard to address the management of its natural resources in an effort
that is compatible with its development. Some of the standout efforts include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Increasing the wetlands buffer from 30 feet to 50 feet
Implementing a “Shoreland Protection District” along many of the waterfront areas
Conducting water quality monitoring efforts with the State and other community partners
Preserving viewsheds by implementing the “Residential Rural Corridor District” along
key scenic routes in the City

Working to protect the community’s natural resources is an ever-evolving project. While
previous efforts have been effective, it is essential to continue reviewing best practices and
opportunities for further protection of these resources. The following recommendations are
meant to be incorporated into planning efforts and provide the City and its Conservation
Commission with a tangible list of projects and goals to accomplish in the future. Laconia can
also benefit from analyzing the effects that climate change may have on its natural resources and
how those resources can be used as a source of mitigation against those effects as well.
Natural Resource Recommendations
The ultimate goal of developing and maintaining a natural resource inventory is to identify
actionable items that protect the use and management of those resources. With Laconia’s wide
range of resources – from its soils to its waters and forests – it is key that any changes to the
City’s ordinances or development practices consider the effects it may have on the environment.
1. Wetland & Vernal Pool Protections: It has been well-established that wetlands and
vernal pools provide excellent habitat for wildlife and numerous benefits to humans. The
City has taken multiple steps to protecting these habitats with increased buffers and the
review of conditional use permits. These resources should continue to be explored and
protected.
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o Vernal Pool Inventory: The City should have a regularly updated inventory of
vernal pools within its boundaries. The Planning Department and Conservation
Commission may want to consider incorporating a subdivision plan requirement
that includes the coordinates of any vernal pools identified in the application, so
that it may be readily added to the City’s GIS database.
o Prime Wetlands Designation: The City should continue to explore the
opportunity to designate ‘prime’ wetlands. This designation would further protect
wetlands of substantial size and value through the enforcement of a larger buffer
zone. The Pickerel Pond wetland complex may be a good candidate for this
designation.
o Directional Buffers: Directional buffers around vernal pools is an alternative and
more flexible approach for developers over the typical radial buffer. The
Conservation Commission should consider setting requirements that would enable
a developer to use this approach. These requirements should consider the site’s
specific conditions and value of the land to be protected.
2. Aquifer Protection: Even though the aquifers in Laconia are not largely used as a water
source to the City, they should be protected in case of future need. They should be
protected from potential contaminations that may come from development, impervious
surfaces, and point/non-point pollution sources. Currently, there are a number of zoning
districts that overlay the aquifers in the City including industrial and urban commercial,
which may permit uses that could have negative impacts on these resources.
o Aquifer/Groundwater Protection District: Aquifer/groundwater protection
districts are aimed at preserving and protecting existing and potential future
sources of drinking water supply. An overlay district for these resources would
incorporate public education and cooperation as well as enforcement and
encouragement of appropriate land use regulations. The City and Conservation
Commission should consider the impact of, and possible implementation of, an
overlay district of this kind within Laconia. Neighboring communities, such as
Gilford, have implemented overlay districts for aquifers and can be utilized as a
guide for developing such in Laconia.
3. Flood Mitigation: anticipate changing this to CChange similar to the executive summary
section Unprecedented changes in the global climate will undoubtedly have impacts on
natural resources and water resources in particular. With increasing precipitation events
and growing development, flood mitigation strategies need to be considered as the City
moves forward. The City should investigate opportunities to use their existing resources
and landscape as tools for mitigating the growing issue of flooding.
o Hazard Mitigation Plan: The City of Laconia and the Conservation Commission
should consider working on a “Hazard Mitigation Plan” that identifies, assesses,
and reduces the long-term risks to life/property from natural hazards – such as
flooding and hurricane events. This may be an excellent opportunity for working
with local partners, like lake associations and other municipalities. Potential
considerations could include the following:
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▪

Flood Hazard Mapping: Understanding the current state of the City and
the risks imposed on development is the first step to preparing for
mitigation efforts. The City of Laconia and its Conservation Commission
should consider hiring an outside agency to develop of flood-risk map of
the city. This product would be beneficial in identifying at-risk areas and
therefore guide development across the City.
▪ Water Storage: Existing water storage areas (lakes, ponds, reservoirs,
wetlands, detention ponds, etc.) should be prepared to be utilized as flood
water storage. The City may also want to consider working with
developers on incorporating water storage into their plans, whether that be
through wetland restoration work or the construction of detention ponds.
▪ Stream Restoration: Stream restoration projects in Laconia should be
pursued with the intent of restoring them to their natural state. This can
include bank stabilization, floodplain restoration, and revegetation efforts.
Black Brook, Jewett Brook, and Durkee Brook are prime examples of
streams in need of restoration in the City.
4. Invasive Species Management: As invasive species continue to ravage the land and
waters of the Lakes Region; the City of Laconia should take action to protect and restore
our native species through the development of an invasive species management plan. A
management plan of this kind can help restore native biodiversity and protect the City’s
recreational/tourism industries from any further decline related to invasive infestations.
o Invasive Species Inventory: In order to develop a management plan, Laconia
needs an up-to-date assessment of invasive species within its borders. The City
should consider conducting an invasive species inventory that documents the
types of species present and the extent of their infestations.
o Priority Areas: Along with an inventory, the City should work to identify
priority areas for management opportunities. This may simply involve fieldverifying the locations identified by NHFG as high priority (Map #9) or could
include local input on areas of high infestation. Management areas might include
a specific location/resource or entire roadways.
5. Interagency Cooperation: Laconia should continue to partner with and support other
organizations, towns, and agencies within the region. Local partners to consider working
with may include various Lakes Associations, neighboring towns, the Lakes Region
Planning Commission, Winnipesaukee Gateway, among others. The importance of
working with these groups cannot be understated – natural resources do not end along
town boundaries and the cooperation and coordination between municipalities and
resource-oriented organizations is essential to the overall health of the ecosystems around
us.
o Watershed Management: Watershed management is an opportunity for the City
to work with other communities in the region on protecting water quality and
quantity. Because Laconia is downstream of much of the Winnipesaukee
Watershed, it should have special interest in the work occurring in upstream
communities.
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▪

▪

Water Quality Monitoring: Water quality is essential to the success of
the City and the region. Laconia should continue its monitoring processes
with the State and UNH Cooperative Extension to keep an eye on current
quality as well as future trends. It would be valuable to share this data with
neighboring towns, and vice versa.
Stormwater Management: Discussions with other municipalities and
natural resource organizations could prove beneficial in ensuring that the
City is using the best management practices available for surface water
protection and stormwater management.
Conservation Land Recommendations

One of the major focuses prompted by this NRI update is the prioritization of conservation lands
and easements within the City. Conservation land ownership and easements are an excellent way
for a municipality to conserve the natural resources most important to and vulnerable in the area.
The City aims to set an example of natural resource stewardship on city-owned conservation
properties in the hopes of educating and encouraging landowners to follow suit.
6. Viewshed Protection: The scenery and views in Laconia attracts visitors year-round and
contributes substantially to the tourism and recreational industries in the City. Previous
recommendations regarding the protection of these resources were met with considerable
action; the Residential Rural Corridor (RR2) Zone was developed to protect viewsheds
along designated routes in the City and development standards for steep slopes were
implemented. The City should continue its efforts in preserving its viewsheds.
o Expansion of the Residential Rural Corridor (RR2) Zone: As private property
owners continue to face pressure to sell land for development, it may be beneficial
for the City to consider extending the restrictions of the RR2 to other scenic
roads, such as Hilliard and Rollercoaster Roads.
o Scenic Road Designation: The City may want to consider formally designating
roadways through the voting process identified in NH RSA 231:157. This
designation would limit the impact of road and utility maintenance on vegetation
and stonewalls and would not affect landowners’ rights beyond the vegetative
requirements.
o Site-Seeing Pull-offs: The City owns a number of properties along scenic routes,
such as Parade and Meredith Center Road. The Conservation Commission may
want to consider designated pull-offs on some of these properties to promote the
viewsheds. Scenic pull-offs can be relatively small, accommodating for 3-5
vehicles and could be accompanied by signage or informational boards.
7. Conservation Land Acquisitions: Over the last 10 years or so, Laconia has increased its
conservation lands from just 6% to 8% of the total acres within the City. The City should
continue these efforts to acquire conservation land and easements by identifying parcels
of significant interest. When investigating land for potential acquisition, Laconia should
consider the following features:
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o Habitat Conservation: When evaluating a parcel for a conservation easement or
purchase, the City should consider what habitat types are present. Currently, the
majority of conservation lands and easements are either Appalachian oak-pine or
hemlock-hardwood-pine forests. Conservation lands that include wetlands,
peatlands, meadows, and swamps could be prioritized over additional forested
lands.
o Fragmentation: Unfragmented, roadless areas should be considered in the
acquisition of additional conservation lands and easements. Fragmentation
reduces essential habitats and travel corridors for many species. There are a
number of parcels within Laconia that would conserve the unfragmented areas
and should be considered for conservation purposes, many of which are along
Parade, Meredith Center, and White Oaks Roads.
o Connectivity: It is beneficial for the City to consider the location of current
conservation lands and easements in the acquisition of future lands. Properties
adjacent to existing conservation lands/easements should be considered a priority
for their contribution to reducing habitat fragmentation.
o Exemplary Resources: While investigating opportunities for conservation lands,
each parcel should be fully evaluated for the resources it offers. This may include
cross comparing the parcel with its WAP habitat, soils characteristics, farmland
potential, and potential rare plant and wildlife species, among other potential
characteristics.
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9) MAPS
All data and sources for the maps provided here can be reviewed in the methods section of this
report.
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Map #1: Water Resources
Map #2: Land Cover
Map #3: Bedrock Geology
Map #4: Subwatersheds
Map #5: Farmland Soils
Map #6: Forested Soils
Map #7: Conservation Lands, Wildlife Openings, and Steep Slopes
Map #8: Unfragmented, Roadless Areas
Map #9: Invasive Species Priority Management Areas
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Map #1: Water Resources
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Map #2: Land Cover
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Map #3: Bedrock Geology
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Map #4: Subwatersheds
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Map #5: Farmland Soils
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Map #6: Forested Soils
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Map #7: Conservation Lands, Wildlife Openings, and Steep Slopes
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Map #8: Unfragmented, Roadless Areas
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Map #9: Invasive Species Priority Management Areas
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Master Plan Goals, Natural Resources Chapter
Goal 1: “Protect Water Quality”
Objective
Incorporate Best Management
Practices identified in the Planning
Study for Weirs, Paugus Bay,
Opechee Bay, and Winnipesaukee
River Watersheds (Watershed Study)
into the Planning Board’s project
review process, including new
technologies for stormwater control
and treatment at new developments
with the goal of removing 80% of
suspended solids for new
developments and reduction and
control of phosphorous, and
standard best practices for logging,
agriculture, golf courses, and
marinas.
Reduce impact of non-point
pollution in accordance with the
Watershed Study by reducing
impermeable surfaces in new
developments, requiring oil, grease,
and sediment traps in catch basins,
and requiring maintenance of
erosion/sediment controls and
buffers
Strengthen Shoreline Protection
Overlay District with regulations to
reduce pollution and runoff,
especially in to the Paugus Bay
Watershed. Treatment solutions may
include shoreline and wetland
restoration, maximization of quality
green spaces, and use of vegetated
buffers. Preventive solutions may
include expansion of the sewer
network, curtailing direct outfall of
the storm drainage system into
surface waters, and limiting
petroleum distribution and storage in
the shoreline zone.

Accomplished?

Notes

Yes

Of the 16 “planning” tasks identified in the
Watershed study, Laconia has implemented
at least 10

Yes

Impervious surface maximums and
erosion/sediment control requirements

Yes

Erosion/sediment control inspections
within the SPOD, Regulated green space
requirements, enforcement of the 50’
waterfront buffer, limited uses of land
within the zone (including no salt storage,
no use of fertilizer, no petroleum storage,
etc.)

Analyze the feasibility and benefits of
the City assuming enforcement
responsibility for the Comprehensive
Shoreland Protection Act.
Clarify the City’s mission to protect
the undeveloped area in the
watershed that directly impacts
Laconia’s water supply
Expand Laconia Water Works' water
quality sampling to include
phosphorous and total suspended
solids within the Paugus Bay
Watershed

Yes

Laconia does ‘enforce’ this act through
monitoring DES permit compliance and
communicating with DES on potential
violations. City also enforces a 50’ setback
from the shoreline

Yes

City ordinance 235-22; water supply
protection overlay district

No

We have the ability to test for TSS
but not Phosphorus. However,
neither are part of the regular testing

Implement impact fees specifically to
be used for storm water management
and control

Yes

Impact fees based on: “water treatment
and distribution facilities; wastewater
treatment and disposal facilities; sanitary
sewers; stormwater, drainage and flood
control facilities; public road systems and
rights-of-way; municipal office facilities;
public school facilities; the municipality's
proportional share of capital facilities of a
cooperative or regional school district of
which the municipality is a member; public
safety facilities; solid waste collection,
transfer, recycling, processing and disposal
facilities; public libraries; and public
recreation facilities, not including public
open space.

Encourage and provide logistical
support to volunteers for water
quality sampling and City-wide
outreach and education efforts

Yes

Water Quality and educational material
links available on ConCom’s site

Goal 2: “Protect Wetlands”
Establish a means to review the
functional aspects of wetlands and
buffers in the Zoning Ordinance and
Subdivision and Site Plan
Regulations.

No

No formal way of doing so. Certain DES
applications require wetland function
assessments, but we do not at the city
level

Ensure that development considers
wildlife movements, breeding
habitats, and wetland functions and
values.
Require high intensity soil mapping
(HISS) for development proposal
submittals that would involve
wetland areas so that storm water
infrastructure can be designed for
maximum function ability.
Identify and designate prime
wetlands for critical watershed areas
that serve as natural filtration upgradient of Laconia’s lakes and
rivers.
Identify the percentage of wetlands
to be counted toward the green
space calculations for
conservation/cluster developments

Yes

DES permitting requires
acknowledgement of habitats and wetland
functions/values for projects impacting
wetlands or shoreline. ConTech monitors
such when receiving permit applications

No

Proposals that trigger the need for
stormwater systems submit those plans to
planning/DPW

No

City has not designated any prime
wetlands as of 2021

Yes

Wetlands/buffers are required to be
designated as ‘conservation open space”
in cluster developments

Goal 3: Protect/Preserve Natural Areas & Scenic Resources
Complete a Natural Resource
Inventory (NRI), including forest
resources, and use the NRI to
Yes
Initial NRI completed in 2009
further guide and refine local
decision making.
Complete an inventory of the City’s
scenic resources and viewsheds and
No
No formal inventory available
use to further guide and refine local
decision making
Develop a system of trails for
passive recreation that complement
Yes
WOW Trail, River Walk
preservation of critical natural areas,
wildlife habitat, and scenic vistas.
Goal 4: Lessen Environmental Impacts of Development
Integrate sewer and water
The 2018 Land use chapter update
expansions with the goal of
addresses areas in the city to focus
Yes
protecting open space, water quality,
sewer/water expansion on (Hilliard,
and wetlands.
Roller Coaster, intersection of
Parade/Meredith Center/Elm). Doing so
Identify areas for higher density
focuses development and can be used to
development and direct the
protect sections of open space. Cluster
Yes
expansion of water and sewer to
development also aims to discourage
those areas.
sprawl into open space

Encourage and provide incentives
for “in-fill” development.
Encourage development that
conserves high-value natural areas,
wetlands, and other natural
resources, and preserves the function
of those natural resources.
Ensure erosion control and storm
water standards in the City reflect
the most up-to-date knowledge and
technology.

Yes

Yes

Yes

The performance zoning overlay district
offers incentives in the form of relief
from other requirements. Limited to the
UC zone and a handful of other parcels.
Cluster development aims to provide
open spaces, reduce sprawl, protect water
quality, and preserve natural resources.
All other site plans are reviewed for their
impact of natural resources as well.
ConTech regularly researches BMP for
erosion and sediment controls

There are no specific incentives for these
amenities. Sidewalks are required for
No
planning board applications unless they
receive a waiver for such
Goal 5: Create Greater Environmental Awareness & Resource Conservation
Improve cooperative relationships
between City Departments and local
Continual work. Planning Board Liaison.
Spot for Council Liaison on ConCom.
Boards. Educate City Boards and
Yes
officials so they are aware of the
Regular communication between
departments, especially DPW
importance and protection of natural
and scenic resources.
Collaborate with neighboring towns
on planning and conservation
concerns and issues by holding and
We do not currently host issue meetings
participating in “issue meetings”
with the regional community; however,
workshops for the Regional
municipalities are kept in the loop about
community, including but not
projects when it is appropriate (for
No
limited to, environmental
instance, Gilford and Black Brook). The
landscaping, pollution prevention,
city also works with numerous
volunteer monitoring and outreach,
organizations and the LRPC on regional
and joint meetings when permit
issues.
applications have effects outside of
Laconia.
Develop education and outreach
ConCom has held events that work on
strategies to involve local
raising awareness to natural resource
neighborhoods, lake and
concerns. Partners with groups like the
Yes
condominium associations, business
Belknap Mill for educating kids on natural
groups, and landowners in resource
resources. There are educational materials
protection and conservation
available on the ConCom website as well
Consider incentives for pervious
parking, sidewalks, and walkways.

Natural Resource Inventory 2009
Goal 1: Wetland Identification and Protection
Objective
An in-depth inventory of vernal
pools

Accomplished?
No

Increase the 50-wetland buffer
in situations where wetland
functionality values are high

No

Designation of Prime Wetlands

No

Notes
Some vernal pools are documented in GIS but likely
not all of them. Not updated regularly
We do not currently have a means for determining
which wetlands to apply a larger buffer to. We have
allowed for variations in buffers, such as the
directional buffer for vernal pools (The Gardens)
City has not done so as of 2021

Goal 2: Shoreline Protection
Enhancements of buffers along
Durkee, Black, and Jewett
Brooks

No

These rivers/streams continue to be protected by a
75’ buffer. The city has also implemented a 30’ buffer
for other intermittent and perennial streams not
included in the 75’ protection. Specific revegetation
efforts have not been enforced

Monitoring of stormwater
runoff and associated drainage
immediately after storm events

Yes

ConTech monitors erosion controls and runoff on
construction/development sites after storms of 0.5”

Goal 3: Surface Water Protection
Conserve riparian habitat
adjacent to headwater streams
and brooks. Apply the wetland
setbacks to riverine wetlands
Monitor water quality across
the city, including streams like
Durkee, Jewett, and Black
brooks

Update “potential
contamination source” location
inventory annually

Yes

75’ buffer established for ‘designated streams’ and 30’
buffer for intermittent and perennial streams

Yes

Water quality monitoring occurs in the large lakes in
the city. Some tributaries are monitored as well

No

The water department releases an annual “confidence
report” on water quality in the city. This report
addresses “likely sources of contamination’ but these
sites are only updated every three years

Goal 4: Aquifer Protection
Implement BMPs in aquifer
areas

No

BMPs are implemented city-wide but there are none
focused on aquifer land specifically. For instance,
erosion controls are required city-wide but there are
not specific requirements for aquifers or an ‘aquifer
overlay’

Monitor septic plumes, focused
on parcels adjacent to
brooks/wetlands/aquifers

No

NHDES is responsible for approving septic systems

Monitor the placement of
future septic systems with soils
in mind
Develop an ordinance to
protect aquifers (including
restrictions on impervious
surfaces, dumping, etc.)

Yes

Leaching fields are considered in the Wetlands overlay
district in ordinance 235-17: J and the SPOD 235-19: E

No

No ordinance dedicated to aquifer protection is in
place

Goal 5: Hillside/Viewshed Protection
Use of ‘scenic’ conservation
easements
Explore the implementation of
‘ridge-line’ development criteria
Establish a steep-slope
ordinance

No
No
Yes

The city has not acquired any easements specifically
deemed a ‘scenic easement’
Nothing in ordinance focused on ridgeline
development
Established – precautionary and prohibitive steep
slope ordinance

Goal 6: Dense Softwood Stand Protection
Maintaining or increasing the
size of softwood stands in
Laconia

Yes

Some acquired conservation lands/easements have
protected stands, but a more recent analysis would
determine if this has been achieved. A brief review of
aerial photography from 2010 and 2016 show that
these stands have mostly been maintained in size

Goal 7: Land Conservation and Maintaining Unfragmented Roadless Areas
Stewardship of conservation
areas
Acquire conservation lands and
easements along shores of
Laconia’s bodies of water
Investigating acquiring land
adjacent to conservation lands
and unfragmented areas
Stewardship/protection of
prime agricultural farmlands

Yes

Annual/biannual monitoring of conservation
land/easements by ConTech and members of ConCom

Yes

Continual work. Conservation land along Pickerel
Pond

Yes

Parcels that add connectivity are a consideration in
acquiring lands

Yes

Many areas deemed prime farmland are maintained
as permanent wildlife openings, particularly along
106. Some conservation easements also preserve
these soils

Goal 8: Interagency Cooperation
Work with regional planning
commissions towards
conservation goals

Yes

Collaboration with neighboring communities, LRPC,
Lake associations, and NHDES

